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BEGIN YOUR STORY with Crystal Cruises’
award-winning service, exceptional choices, extraordinary
Exciting Hong Kong

luxury plus the convenience of all-inclusive voyages.
To learn more about all of our exciting itineraries and
to book your voyage, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
• Book by August 30, 2013 for
best available Book Now fares
• The unparalleled all-inclusive Crystal Experience®
features: complimentary fine wines, champagne,
premium spirits, non-alcoholic beverages, superb Italian
cuisine at Prego and innovative Asian menus from
Nobu Matsuhisa, as well as complimentary gratuities
for housekeeping, dining and bar staff

See inside for details…
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Book with your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities on all sailings including:
• Competitive cruise fares
• Personable onboard host
• Onboard welcome reception

• Full-day shore event or shipboard credit
• Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for customized options

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise aboard the
World’s Best and receive exclusive Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities.

B E G I N A N E W S T O RY ™

C R U I S E T H E S O U T H PAC I F I C , AU S T R A L I A O R A S I A
A N D S AV E U P TO $ 2 , 5 0 0 W I T H B O O K N OW FA R E S .
We invite you to discover some of the most fabled destinations on Earth with some of
the best fares in history. Save up to $2,500 per person with limited-time Book Now Fares
and begin a new story with the all-inclusive experience of the World’s Best. But don’t
wait, to enjoy award-winning luxury and exceptional value, book your Crystal cruise with
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ITINERA RY
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BROCHURE P ER P ERSON
FA RES FROM

BOOK N OW P ER P ERSON
FA RES FROM

4201

12

Jan 8

South Pacific

Valparaíso to Papeete

Crystal Symphony

$7,950

$2,975

4202

12

Jan 20

South Pacific

Papeete to Auckland

Crystal Symphony

$9,030

$3,515

4203

14

Feb 2

Australia/New Zealand

Auckland to Sydney

Crystal Symphony

$15,270

$6,635

4204

12

Feb 16

Australia/Indonesia

Sydney to Bali

Crystal Symphony

$10,110

$4,055

4205

12

Feb 28

Indonesia

Bali to Singapore

Crystal Symphony

$10,660

$4,030

4206

14

Mar 12

Southeast Asia

Round-trip Singapore

Crystal Symphony

$15,890

$5,945

4207

14

Mar 26

Southeast Asia

Singapore to Hong Kong

Crystal Symphony

$16,530

$6,265

4208

13

Apr 9

China

Hong Kong to Beijing

Crystal Symphony

$14,820

$4,910

4209

15

Apr 16

China/Japan

Beijing to Tokyo

Crystal Symphony

$16,640

$6,620

4210

15

May 1

Japan/Pacific

Tokyo to Los Angeles

Crystal Symphony

$9,440

$3,720

BO O K BY 8/30/ 1 3

VOYAGE

2014

Virtuoso today.

• Most voyages start or end with an overnight in port
• New optional air add-ons available
• Voyages 4208 and 4209 feature pre- or post-cruise 3-night inclusive programs
in Beijing with visits to the Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square, the Great Wall,
the Temple of Heaven and more

Book Now Cruise-Only Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, double occupancy, for category E on Crystal Symphony, include all promotional savings, apply to new bookings only made between 5/1/2013 and 8/30/2013 and do
not include port, security and handling charges of $250-$365 All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity-controlled, subject to availability and
may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Optional air add-ons are available from designated Crystal Cruises' gateway cities in the U.S. and Canada and include all government taxes and fees. Individual Virtuoso
Voyager Club amenities are available on all sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the Virtuoso Voyager Club Group to be eligible for Voyager Club amenities. All fares, itineraries, programs, policies and shore excursions are subject to
change. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2013 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas

S A V I N G S O F U P T O 5 0 % or more on destinations worldwide

FROM/TO

DATE

SHIP

DAYS

FARES*

Buenos Aires to Valparaiso

Nov 20*, 2013; Jan 4, 2014

Seabourn Quest

21

$12,999

Valparaiso to Buenos Aires

Dec 11, 2013

Seabourn Quest

24

$14,999

Auckland to Sydney

Jan 10; Feb 11*, 2014

Seabourn Odyssey

16

$6,999

Hong Kong to Singapore

Dec 9*, 2013; Jan 20; Mar 3, 2014

Seabourn Legend

14

$4,499

Dubai to Athens (Piraeus)

Apr 4, 2014

Seabourn Legend

18

$4,999

CARIBBEAN •

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND •
ASIA, ARABIA & INDIA •

MEDITERR ANEAN
NORTHERN EUROPE
SOUTH AMERICA & ANTARCTICA

To begin your journey on the World’s Best Small-Ship Cruise Line, contact your Virtuoso Travel Specialist.

Voted

BEST SMALL-SHIP CRUISE LINE

INTIMATE SHIPS WITH NO MORE THAN 229 SUITES
•
TIPPING IS NEITHER EXPECTED NOR REQUIRED
•
SPACIOUS ALL-SUITE ACCOMMODATIONS
•
AWARD -WINNING GOURMET DINING
•
COMPLIMENTARY CHAMPAGNE AND IN-SUITE BAR
•
COMPLIMENTARY OPEN BARS AND FINE WINES

* Fares based on this sailing date. All fares are in U.S. dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy, subject to availability, and valid only for residents of the Americas.
Government Fees and Taxes of $156.64 to $848.94 per person are additional. Fares are not combinable with any other offer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to
change without prior notice. Certain restrictions apply. All savings amounts are refl ected in listed fares. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct
errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. © 2013 Seabourn.
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The results are in:
Find out which destinations and travel experiences topped the list
in our annual Travel
Dreams Survey.

tAking the
WAters

neW ZeAlAnD
tWo WAys

Explore this South
American city’s culinary, shopping, and
cultural scene through
a photographer’s lens.

In Stockholm, islandhopping is a way of
daily life.

Two dream itineraries
guide you through this
popular destination.
Choose your adventure for family fun or a
grown-up getaway.

DreAm on

Buenos Aires
At its Best

by Kevin J. MiyazaKi

by DaviD hochMan

106

by MariKa cain

On the cOver

Quintessential Buenos Aires: Tango, polo, and high style at the Palacio Duhau-Park Hyatt.
PhoToGraPhy by Kevin J. MiyazaKi
Stylist: Cristina Szewald. Assistant stylist: Zacarias Guedes. Hair and makeup: Cesar Rajoy. Model: Soledad Anchorena/Monteverde Model Agency. Tango dancers:
Tango & Tango, Natalia Fossati. On Soledad: Sathya dress, Paruolo shoes, Celedonio accessories. Polo helmets by La Polera. Tango hats by Compañia de Sombreros.
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Australia 136
Barcelona 34
Bermuda 64
Boston 44
Buenos Aires 86
England 38
Florence 46
Guanajuato 124
Hong Kong 28
Las Vegas 46, 56
Lausanne 44
Lima 60
Madrid 50
Nashville 30
New Zealand 106
Paris 42, 48
Riviera Maya 46
Rome 44
Scotland 118
Space 27, 82
Stockholm 96
Yosemite 112
DAN
PHOTO
KULLBERG
CREDIT

Stockholm by air: Tivoli Gröna
Lund amusement park.

Live the M life at this MGM Resorts International® Destination

SCAN to watch the story unfold

ARIA Sky Suites

Discover a modern, luxurious and unexpected resort experience
that is different by design. From technologically advanced rooms
and suites to dining from award-winning chefs, ARIA Resort & Casino
will leave you breathless. For more information, please contact your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

departments
64

48

27

PAssPort

38 BoN VoyAgE

64

58
124

From luscious links to beaches
worth savoring, Bermuda’s
flavors entice.

70

A tricked-out Disney Magic and
the new Norwegian Breakaway.

48 iNsPirEd By
Fashion forays that mirror Paris’
iconic Centre Pompidou.

50 City to go
This summer in Madrid: alfresco
cocktails, outdoor movies, and a
dash of Dalí.

52 iNtErViEw

Joe Canavan packs for carry-on
ease and productivity at
35,000 feet.

112

60

grEAt oUtdoors

Wild Women
It’s not hard to see the light on
a ladies’ trip to Yosemite.

50

118

FAMily trAVEl

Brave New World
Picture this: A kid-focused Scottish vacation with Disney that
adults enjoy too.

124

CUltUrE stoP

Surprise City

Future astronaut Michael Gamerl
travels for adventure, perspective,
and an excuse to eat Gummi Bears.

Guanajuato is Mexico’s underthe-radar arts destination.

56

22 Questions for
Joy Phelan-Pinto

tAstiNg NotEs

Use Your Melon
Vegas mixes up the season’s
standout party drink.

60 gloBAl goUrMEt

12

iN My BAg

My Five Travel Essentials

42 sUitE tAlk
An exclusive look at the Prince
de Galles, Paris, plus your top
suite in Rome.

QUiCk EsCAPE

Bermudan Buffet

130

dossiEr

Micato Safaris’ executive director
is as wise – and fun – as she is
well traveled.

A Taste of Lima

136

In the City of Kings, Peruvian chefs
serve up trendy indigenous cuisine fit
for royalty.

Reef Reward

VIRTUOSO LIFE

soUVENir

Take home an Australian showpiece that evokes the country’s
greatest offshore attraction.

(SHOES) CHRIS PLAVIDAL, (BEACH) MASSIMO RIPAnI/SIME/ESTOCK TRAVEL,
(MUSICIAn) LUIS GARCíA, (FOOD) ELIE GARDnER, (DRInK) ALVARO LEIVA

14 Editor’s NotE
18 CoNtriBUtors
20 CoNNECtioNs

28

BEYOND
EXPECTATION
You are notorious for
overpacking, not unpacking.

A personal butler to do it for you,
one of the many reasons why.

for reservations or more
information, please contact
your virtuoso travel advisor.

©2010–2013 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, St. Regis and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.

Editor’s Note

DrEam big
Editor’s Note

My Travel Personality:
Trendsetter

T

ravel dreams: anyone wiTh

a passport has them. Whether
we call it a bucket list, wish list,
or 1,000 places to see before we
die, we all keep a mental checklist of where
we want to go next.
And that’s what our Travel Dreams
Survey is all about. For the seventh year
in a row, we asked you to tell us which
destinations, cruise itineraries, and travel
experiences top your list. From islands
to cities, family vacations to romantic
getaways, and the like, the results are a road
map of inspiration.
Nearly 8,000 of you took the survey, and
you didn’t just tell us where you want to go;
you also identified your travel personality.
The survey listed five traveler types –
the Trendsetter, the Classic Traveler,
the Relaxationist, the Go-Getter, and
the Connoisseur – and respondents
selected the one that best described them.
Studying the results, it’s fascinating –
though not surprising – to see how where
you want to go and what you want to do
varies by personality. For example, island
destinations and spa retreats rank high on
the Relaxationists’ lists; gourmet pursuits
emerge on the Connoisseurs’ lists.

You’re all united in globe-trotting:
Almost 98 percent of you plan to travel
(or have traveled) at least once this year,
and 95 percent hold a current passport –
remarkable, considering that just over a
third of U.S. residents have one (which is
still a whopping number). Find the complete
survey results on page 74.
Thanks to all of you who participated,
and congratulations to our winners. Bill
Emerson (a Go-Getter featured on page 81)
won the grand-prize Baltic sailing for two
on Crystal Cruises, and five others won
$1,000 cash: Ritam Bhalla, Hayden Gallary,
and Sarann Kraushaar (all Connoisseurs);
Joseph Tancredi (a Trendsetter); and Linda
York (a Go-Getter).
Safe travels this summer!

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
esrnka@virtuoso.com

Below: A photo shoot takes a village (the crew
on location in Buenos Aires). Inset: Recipe
testing in an editor’s Seattle kitchen (find the
cocktail on page 56).

THE MAKING OF AN ISSUE
For this issue, we dispatched writers to eight destinations and one
inaugural cruise; conducted nine photo shoots; solicited a dozen tips
from Virtuoso advisors; rounded up 14 products; and mixed up at least
two batches of cocktails (all in the name of reporting). The cover photo
alone, shot on location at the Palacio Duhau-Park Hyatt in Buenos
Aires, required a seeming cast of thousands: tango dancers and their
manager, horses and their handlers, polo players and their manager –
along with the requisite boots, helmets, and mallets – plus a model,
stylist, hair and makeup artist, assistants, an art director, editor, and
numerous, incredibly helpful hotel staff. Considering the mayhem that
might have ensued with so many on set – including two live and very
valuable 1,000-pound animals – we got the shot (relatively) stress-free.
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(ELAINE SRNKA) KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI

The stories behind the scenes.

Paradise awaits
Experience our new A330 flying non-stop from
Los Angeles to paradise from July 1*. Discover
the South Pacific and Fiji’s stunning 333 islands.
For reservations contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

*FLYING TO AUSTRALIA, HONG KONG, NEW ZEALAND AND USA.
FIJI AIRWAYS ALSO SERVES THE SOUTH PACIFIC ISLANDS OF
TONGA, SAMOA, VANUATU, TUVALU AND SOLOMON ISLANDS.

FIJIAIRWAYS.COM

®

“

THE TRaVELER’S GUIDE TO INSPIRED PURSUITS™

What’s your
dream destination?

”

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT/PUBLISHER TERRIE L. HANSEN

CONTENT
EDITORIAL DIRECTOR ELAINE GRUY SRNKA
SENIOR EDITORS MARIKA McELROY CAIN, JUSTIN PAUL
ART DIRECTOR MELANIE PRASETYO FOWLER
ASSOCIATE ART DIRECTOR KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

“The Amazon rain
forest – Earth’s
‘lungs’ need our
advocacy now more
than ever.”

CONTRIBUTORS

COPY EDITORS MIRIaM BULMER, DIaNE SEPaNSKI
RESEARCHERS NaNcy aLTON, LaURa SLaVIK FORTIN, aLLISON JOHNSON, JESSIca MUELLER
PHOTO RESEARCHER MaRy RISHER DIGITAL RETOUCHER WaLTER KELLy
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS aNTHONy DIaS BLUE, cOSTaS cHRIST, MIcHaEL FRaNK,
ELaINE GLUSac, FRaN GOLDEN, DaVID HOcHMaN, KIM BROWN SEELy

MARKETING/ADVERTISING
MANAGING DIRECTOR SHARON WYDUR McGRATH
DIRECTOR, MARkETING LAURA SPORT
DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS MISTY EWING
SENIOR MARkETING MANAGER KIM BRADSHAW
MARkETING MANAGERS
GENA WOOTEN, ROBERT DUNCAN, MAYUMI BATCHELOR,
ERICA RULAND, MAURA DOWDELL, BETH PASCARELLA. AMY WEST

CIRCULATION/DATABASE MANAGEMENT

“A family safari
in Africa for
incredible
experiences and
photo ops.”

LANECHA WHITE
AMY HYDE, GAYLYNN MAGERS, KIM STUTZMAN

“Portillo in Chile –
as an avid skier, I
dream of snow all
year long,
even in Seattle’s
short summer.”

PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION DIRECTOR KATHY NIWA TERRELL
SENIOR PRODUCTION MANAGERS BECKY ALDERSON, JONA CHERRY

ACCOUNT SALES
AIRLINE, CAR RENTAL, INSURANCE, AND SPECIALTY
CHRISTINE GILBERT 817/334-8612
CRUISE LINES
BETH BUTZLAFF 206/254-2913
LISA BERTINI 206/613-1571 WENDY ROMANOW 206/254-2921
DESTINATIONS SALES
CECE DRUMMOND 212/588-8285 KEVIN ABELL 410/377-9300

“Slovenia:

HOTELS AND RESORTS
It’s part Italian,
KAREN GOLDBERG 212/588-8232 DANIELA TROTTA 212/588-8233
INTERNATIONAL
DAVID A. SOLIS 817/334-8519
TOURISM BOARDS AND ALLIANCES
MAURICIO LEYTON 212/759-8940

part Austrian
(pasta and pastry!).
There’s wonderful
hiking, and youthful
Ljubljana has great
riverside cafés.”

VIRTUOSO

Destination inspiration:
This year’s Travel Dreams
Survey results start on
page 74. Luggage tag, $12;
www.flight001.com.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER MATTHEW D. UPCHURCH
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER DAVID HANSEN
SVP, GLOBAL PRODUCT PARTNERSHIPS ALBERT M. HERRERA
“Space. A big part
of travel is seeing things
SVP, CONSUMER DAVID KOLNER
“Antarctica, so I will
from a different
SVP, FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING MIKE McCOWN
have visited all
perspective, and
SVP, SYSTEMS AND SERVICES DANIEL O’BRIEN
seven continents.”
everyone who has been
SVP, GLOBAL MEMBER SALES BECKY POWELL
to space says that it’s
VP, ALLIANCES ANGELA G. RODITI
life-changing.”
VP, AIR AND SPECIALTY PRODUCTS JIM OSBORNE
VP, CRUISE BILL SMITH
VP, INTERNATIONAL SALES AND DEVELOPMENT PATRICE WILLOUGHBY

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
TONY ADLER, NOELLE BELT, JULIE CALDO, LEA DIELE, DEAN HORVATH,
SHARON HOWELL, KEN NEIBAUR, ELEANOR NELSON, ANNE SCULLY,
JIM SHEEHY, HAISLEY SMITH, MARY JEAN THOMPSON, ALFRED VOLDEN

Virtuoso® is the industry’s leading luxury travel network. This by-invitation-only organization comprises over 340 agencies with more than 7,200 elite travel specialists in 20 countries in North and South America, the Caribbean, Australia, and New Zealand, as well as over 1,700 of the world’s best travel
providers and premier destinations. For a subscription, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor or visit www.virtuosolife.com. All pricing and travel described herein are subject to change and availability, and restrictions may apply. Prices are per person, double occupancy, in U.S. dollars, and do not include
taxes or other fees unless stated otherwise. Publisher assumes no liability for the representations contained herein. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited art, photography, or manuscripts. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or in part without written consent of the publisher. For high-quality
reprints, contact The YGS Group at 717/399-1900 ext. 139; www.theygsgroup.com. Printed in the U.S.A. by Ovation Graphics LLC, Texas. EDITORIAL: VLEditors@virtuoso.com. ADVERTISING OFFICES: marketingproduction@virtuoso.com. VIRTUOSO HEADQUARTERS, VIRTUOSO LIFE CIRCULATION,
AND POSTMASTER INQUIRIES: Virtuoso Life Circulation, Virtuoso, 505 Main Street, Suite 500, Fort Worth, TX 76102; www.virtuoso.com. To stop receiving Virtuoso Life, contact your travel advisor or email gmagers@virtuoso.com. California CST# 2069091; TA#808 - Registered Iowa Travel Agency;
Washington UBI#601554183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the State of California. Copyright © 2013 by Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved. Within the United States, VIRTUOSO, the Globe Swirl Logo, Specialists in the Art of Travel, Voyager Club, Virtuoso Life, and RETURN
on LIFE are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. BEST OF THE BEST, ORCHESTRATE DREAMS, VIRTUOSO TRAVELER, EXPECT THE WORLD, VIRTUOSO, TRAVEL DIFFERENTLY, and THE TRAVELER’S GUIDE TO INSPIRED PURSUITS are trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright
registration for the Globe Swirl Logo, © 2000. Outside of the U.S., these marks are the property of Virtuoso, Ltd., and are registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office, as well as numerous national trademark registries around the world. All rights reserved.
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Adventures
I n Golf
Creating perfect itineraries,
memorable travel experiences
and dream vacations

Contributors
Photographer KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI – Milwaukee
Cover and “Buenos Aires at Its Best,” page 86
THE REpORT: “It’s usually not calm behind the scenes of a cover shoot,
but this one was smooth as silk. And we had dozens of people just outside
the camera view, including an art director, editor, makeup and wardrobe
stylists, polo player managers, hotel staff, and several horse wranglers.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Travel + Leisure, Martha Stewart Living, Virtuoso Life
contributor Jeff Koehler’s cookbook Spain, out this fall (Chronicle)
TRIp OF A LIFETImE: “New Zealand, as I have a new love affair with
sauvignon blancs.”

since 1977

AD XXXXX
If BLEED, make it fit and center in
the DARK GRAY BOX.
Ads should have been designed
with bleed on all sides for balance
when imported.
If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.
There are NO FOLIOS
for 1/2-page ad pages.

To book your adventure,
call your Virtuoso® travel advisor today.

Writer DAVID
HOCHMAN – Los Angeles
“Taking the Waters,” page 96,
and “Brave New World,” page 118
THE REpORT: “I hadn’t returned
to Edinburgh since my junior
year abroad and worried its
charms might have faded. But
as a UNESCO World Heritage
City, ‘Auld Reekie’ remains every
bit the fairy-tale cobblestone
kingdom I remembered.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Esquire, Food &
Wine, Playboy
TRIp OF A LIFETImE: “Heli-skiing
in Patagonia during our Northern
Hemisphere summer, hopefully
with an après-ski stopover at an
explora lodge.”

Writer CAROL PUCCI – Seattle
“Surprise City,” page 124
THE REpORT: “In Guanajuato I became addicted to cajeta,
a caramel sauce made with boiled goat’s milk and sugar,
and my favorite version was
quemada (burnt sugar). You
can find it and many other
forms at La Catrina, a colorful candy shop in front of the
Teatro Juárez.”
ALSO SEEN IN: The Seattle
Times, the Oregonian, NBC
News.com
TRIp OF A LIFETImE: “A customized Trans-Siberian Railway tour between Moscow
and Beijing via Mongolia.”

Virtuoso Life art director

MELANIE FOWLER –
Fort Worth
THE REpORT: “For this issue’s
cover shoot, I wrangled a cast of
22 humans and two horses from
atop a ten-foot ladder at the Palacio Duhau-Park Hyatt Buenos
Aires – everyone who passed by
stopped to gawk. Luckily my stay
there wasn’t all work: Right near
the hotel, Arandú has the most
gorgeous leather goods and tack. I found an incredible belt.”
TRIp OF A LIFETImE: “Morocco’s culture is so intriguing.
I love to cook, so attending a cooking school there ranks
at the top of my list.”

Great Britain, ireland,
Spain, portuGal,

Photographer DAN KULLBERG –
Stockholm, Sweden
“Taking the Waters,” page 96
THE REpORT: “I live on Djurgården, where part of this
story takes place, but I discovered much more on this
assignment than I ever have when visiting the same
spots with my kids. There’s a lot of beauty on this island.”
ALSO SEEN IN: Vogue, Outside, Condé Nast Traveler
TRIp OF A LIFETImE: “Heli-skiing in the Canadian
Rockies with family and/or friends – just deep powder
and no work.”

new Zealand & uSa

Old Head Golf Links, Ireland
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Connections

VIRTUOSO
COMMUNITY

Advisor insight, traveler photos, and how to find us on the go.
ASK THE ADVISORS

I’ve been to Italy’s major cities. What should
I see next in this dream destination?
“Verona in northern Italy is a must to see Romeo and Juliet’s balcony, to hear
opera at the Roman Arena – Plácido Domingo is singing and conducting this
summer – and for the surprisingly excellent shopping area. A medieval flavor and
the feel of Shakespeare is ever present.” – Happy Dumas, Palo Alto, California
“Sorrento is such a beautiful place, with actual Roman walls, lemons the size of
grapefruits that produce the limoncello liqueurs, and fresh mozzarella made the
way only Italians can make it.” – Sharon Kay Howell, Tyler, Texas

ADVISOR ACCOLADES

An itinerary that hit
all the high notes
Fort Worth, Texas-based advisor Robin Sanders planned a
globe-trotting itinerary for the
five-member screening jury of
the Van Cliburn International
Piano Competition. The jury’s
schedule included Hong Kong,
Moscow, Milan, and New York
City to hear 100-plus pianists
perform for an invitation to
participate in the competition,
held in Fort Worth.
Jacques Marquis, the Van Cliburn Foundation’s director, says
of his advisor, “Her expertise in
international travel was crucial
to the success of the logistics
of the screening auditions.”

The Van

20

scow.
Cliburn jur y in Mo

V I RT U O S O L I F E

Paul Slezak’s Ind
iana Jones
moment in Mo
rocco.

YOUR SHOT
Photos from your travels
WHO:

Paul Slezak, Sydney, Australia
Sahara
“I had taken myself to Morocco for
my fortieth birthday and was on a
camel safari. We’d stopped to climb
some massive sand dunes in 131degree heat – crazy, I know. It was
one of the most amazing locations I
have ever found myself in, and one
of those moments when you really
appreciate how incredibly vast this
world of ours is.”
NEXT TRIP: “Perhaps white-water rafting down the Yukon River in Alaska
or maybe Antarctica – a nice change
from the Sahara Desert heat!”
WHERE: Western

Send your best travel shots to VLeditors@
virtuoso.com for a chance to be featured
in Virtuoso Life.

Read Virtuoso Life
wherever you are by
downloading our iPad
and iPhone apps at
www.virtuoso.com/
VLapps.

Digital
Edition

DISPATCH

Just back from:
South Carolina
“Only 30 minutes down the
coast from Charleston, South
Carolina, The Sanctuary at
Kiawah Island Golf Resort
is a stunning oceanfront
property out of Gone with
the Wind. It’s the only resort
on the island and perfect for
families, with beaches, tennis, and golf. This pristinely
preserved island has wide,
flat beaches great for bike riding and wildlife that includes
alligators and a plethora of
marsh birds.”
– Kimberly Rosbe,
Melbourne, Australia
Kimberly Rosbe with her
colleague Yvonne Verstandig.

Feedback
Tell us what you think
– we’d love to hear
from you!

Online
Learn more at
www.virtuoso.com.
Email us at
VLeditors@virtuoso.com.

(ABRUZZO) TONI SPAGONE/ALAMY

Civitella del Tronto.

“In Abruzzo in central Italy is the hilltop town of Civitella del Tronto, crowned
by a majestic sixteenth-century Spanish fortress. Visit ancient Romanesque
churches, taste oil from a 500-year-old olive tree, and enjoy Montepulciano
wines.” – Andi von Zeppelin, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia

STAY CONNECTED

Goodbye stress, hello serenity. Sun
your soul in Greater Fort Lauderdale.
Plan your nama“stay” at sunny.org

VisitLauderdale

Scan to see this
sunny moment
come to life.
Get the free mobile app at

http:/ / gettag.mobi

P R O M OT I O N

Buenos Aires shines BrightLY
Virtuoso recently headed to Argentina to bring together the luxury travel industry’s top
executives to meet, mingle, and sample the best the city has to offer.

Argentina tourism board and governmental
officials
welcomed
more than 400 attendees (agency
owners and managers as well as
travel executives from around the
world) at Virtuoso’s annual international Symposium meeting, held
this year in Buenos Aires. Meetings, presentations, and networking sessions packed the morning

hours, but afternoons were dedicated to experiencing the destination as fully as possible. Private
rodeo performances, a day at
the horse races, and dinners and
entertainment at exclusive venues open especially for Virtuoso
wowed the group, as did excursions such as polo matches, tango
lessons, wine tasting, and more.
Care to tango? Faena Hotel hosted the gala event the final evening,
which included private performances of its famed Rojo Tango show.

Gilded splendor. Alvear Palace Hotel hosted a lunch that wowed attendees with its dramatic decor.

Rodeo cowboys. Starwood’s John Mannion and Chris Austin flank advisor Judy Kurzban and
Virtuoso’s Matthew Upchurch.

Night to remember. Palacio Duhau-Park Hyatt’s chef with general
manager Antonio Álvarez and agency executives Priscilla
Alexander, Nancy Strong, and Anne Scully.

A day at the races. Parasols provided stylish shade for Camille Cameron, Jessica Lewin, and
Jelissa Cameron at the Palermo Hippodrome.

Petra

Live The List
Join us on facebook.com/MyJordanJourney
To receive more information, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor

www.VisitJordan.com

P R O M OT I O N

Meeting of the minds. Networking sessions enabled travel agency owners and
managers to meet with travel company executives.

Pink palace. A precision band welcomed guests outside of the historic Casa Rosada mansion and
Bicentennial Museum, where attendees enjoyed a private dinner.

Salud! Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch and Argentina Minister of Tourism Carlos Enrique
Meyer (both in center) toasted the event’s success with their tablemates.

All smiles. Leo Roditi, Laura Asilis, Angela Roditi, Mariana Rojas, and Enrique Felgueres enjoy a
sunny day at the Palermo Hippodrome.

Table talk. Guests enjoyed authentic Argentine barbecue after a rodeo performance at La Rural in the
city’s Palermo district.

Fall for it. After Symposium, many attendees continued on to other South American
destinations, as did this group at Iguazú Falls between Argentina and Brazil.

EVENT SPONSORS Mai 10 and Abercrombie & Kent Argentina helped organize the event. Host hotels include Alvear Palace Hotel, Faena Hotel,
Four Seasons Hotel, and Palacio Duhau-Park Hyatt. Other sponsors include LATAM Airlines Group, Azamara Club Cruises, Celebrity Cruises,
Royal Caribbean International, Holland America Line, Seabourn, Norwegian Cruise Line, Chic Outlet Shopping, and Travel Impressions.

Sète Joutes
Sète, France

EVENTS SO BEYOND THE ORDINARY
WE HAD TO MAKE UP A NEW WORD.

To help you experience the benefits of longer stays, more overnights and night touring
in the places we visit, we now give you AzAmazing Evenings, a destination affair to
remember. Like watching the four-century-old tradition of Sète Joutes, pictured here.
Each is an authentic, exclusive, bespoke event, and one will be yours, complimentary, on
your Azamara Club Cruises® voyage.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
Azamara Club Cruises® is a proud member of the Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. family of cruise lines.
©2013 Azamara Club Cruises. Ships’ registry: Malta.
Photography by: Jenna Lyn Pimentel

Celebrity’s Exotics.
The Far East is a place of beauty, history and mystery. Australia is more than just koalas and kangaroos.
South America displays adventure with rain forests, wildlife and staggering mountain peaks.
The world is waiting to be explored and so is the experience that will take you there.
Ask about our Cruisetours & ChoiceAir® Specials.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Modern Luxury is a trademark of Celebrity Cruises Inc. ©2013 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador. 13032410 • 1/2013

NYC’s New Ship

40 | The Prince de Galles, Paris 42 | Madrid 50 | A Taste of Peru 60 | Bermuda 64

{ DESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE }

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: COSTAS CHRIST, MICHAEL FRANK, ELAINE GLUSAC, FRAN GOLDEN, AND LARRY OLMSTED

MARSSCIENTIFIC. COM AND CLAY CENTER OBSERVATORY

FAST FORWARD
On April 29, the media lit up with
news that SpaceShipTwo had
blasted off in rocket-powered flight,
marking Virgin Galactic as the
first spaceline to enter its final testflight phase. After decoupling from
the mother ship, the six-passenger
craft ignited its rocket motor and
went supersonic in a brief 16
seconds, climbing from 47,000
to 55,000 feet.
“[This] was without any doubt
our single most important flight
test to date,” said founder and
future first passenger Richard
Branson, who was on-site for the
event. “I am really optimistic that
we shall see Virgin Galactic in
space during 2013 – I have seldom
felt as optimistic for a new business. The work that’s going on in
Mojave on both current and future
technologies will, I believe, herald
a new and golden era for space
access and exploration – an era
which will see rapid innovation,
expansion, and transformation.”
With that milestone crossed,
the commercial flight crew is
coalescing as well with the addition of two more pilots to the
team: Michael Masucci, whose
30-year résumé includes U-2
test flying and development, and
former NASA astronaut Frederick
Sturckow, a veteran of four shuttle
missions who has spent more
than 1,200 hours in space. Virgin
Galactic flights from $250,000.

Sixteen seconds of fame: SpaceShipTwo
blasts off above the Mojave. Click here to
watch its first rocket-powered test flight.
J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 1 3
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Three hours aT
hong Kong InTernaTIonal aIrporT

Terminal 2’s orchid garden features
butterfly, moth, and spider orchids as
well as a rotation of rare species.

Eat

Shop

See

Unwind

Terminal 2’s branch of
Michelin-starred Hung’s
Delicacies offers a parting
taste of duck, sliced goose,
and noodle dishes, plus
sauces packaged to go.

HKTDC Design Gallery
showcases 200 local designers,
with everything from silicone
totes to plush toys, iPad cases,
and jewelry (Terminal 1).

The IMAX theater screens
both Hollywood and educational films, some in 3-D, often
alternating Cantonese and
English versions (Terminal 2).

Lit for night play, the
nine-hole golf course
adjacent to the airport offers
driving, chipping, and putting
practice with shuttle bus
service from Terminal 2.

Architectural Digest collaborated with Delta Air Lines to create new outdoor terrace Sky Deck lounges at New York’s JFK and Atlanta’s
Hartsfield-Jackson airports, available to Premium Class fliers on international or transcontinental flights.
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(TERMINAL 2) STANLEy ChOU/ChINAFOTOPRESS/REdUx

Hong Kong hangout,
Terminal 2.

Gear to Go

Gotta-Wear ShadeS
Four stylish options for bright futures – yours and the planet’s.

 Jenny Amaraneni doesn’t



Revo’s Eco-Use frames
use castor bean oil rather than
petroleum for their plastics,
which gives them a softer feel
and makes them greener
(the renewable crop helps
offset the manufacturing
carbon footprint). Polarized
lenses block UVA/B/C, the
wraparound curve is corrected for distortion, and a
detachable floating leash and
buoy provide extra security
for boaters and water-sports
fans. www.revo.com; women’s
Harness, $170.

have great eyes, but she has
superb vision: She founded
Solo Eyewear partly because
around one billion people lack
access to vision care, and
nearly 80 percent of blindness is preventable. Each purchase of these sharp-looking
recycled bamboo frames
(with faded tint lenses and
tough spring hinges) helps
fund eye surgery for someone
in a developing country, plus
the company has a one-forone matching program –
buy your pair and Solo will
donate a pair of prescription glasses to someone in
need. www.soloeyewear.com;
Honeywood-YAs, $78.



CHRIS PLAVIDAL

One million trees – that’s
Eco Optics’ initial goal for its
one frame, one tree program
(they’re currently at 680,000).
The first company to make
sunglasses and prescription specs from 95 percent
recycled content also works
with optometrists to collect
used eyeglasses and distribute
them to clinics in the developing world. The polarized
Austin Aviators (pictured), for
example, get their stainless
steel from old appliances.
Looking cool has never been so
environmentally and socially
responsible. www.eco-optics.
com; Austin Aviator, $160.



Wooed hand-carves its
frames from reclaimed wood
(mostly milled from old furniture) for unique, eye-catching
styles. Minimally treated with
beeswax, they’re unusually
comfortable, with spring
hinges and a solid feel that’s
missing from plastic frames.
Note that these come with
UVA/B-blocking polarized
lenses. www.wooedbywood.
com; Quince in reclaimed
zebrawood, $120.

J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 1 3
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GO GREEN

Making the world a better
place, one trip at a time.
Tap into this: More than
one billion people lack
access to clean drinking
water worldwide. Sensing a
simple way to make a big difference, hoteliers and hospitality
groups have banded together
in the Whole World Water
campaign, which aims to raise
$1 billion annually by replacing
their ubiquitous plastic water
brands with reusable glass
bottles filtered and filled on
property. The Ranch at Live
Oak, Six Senses and Soneva
resorts, Oberoi hotels, and
select Ritz-Carlton properties
and Virgin Group companies
are just a few who have signed
on to the program, donating ten
percent of sales toward providing safe drinking water to rural
communities.
What’s possibly
the world’s largest
organic food festival kicks off on September 20

in Unity, Maine. Now in its 37th
year, the annual Common
Ground Country Fair has
grown from its harvest celebration roots to welcome visitors
from around the world (almost
60,000 last year). The threeday gathering includes primers
on new gardening techniques,
jelly and jam making, and
plenty of local dishes, capped
off with live music and dancing
under the stars.
In more homegrown news,
explora Rapa Nui has added
an 11-acre organic garden to
its LEED-certified, 30-room
Easter Island lodge. The garden
helps cut down on carbon emissions from flying in supplies
to the remote outpost some
2,200 miles off Chile’s coast
and provides ingredients for
restaurant favorites such as
po’e (banana and pumpkin
pudding) and fresh-squeezed
star fruit juice.

ThE STYLISh TRAVELER

Rain, Rain,
Come again
Portuguese company Pelcor’s cool
cork umbrellas capitalize on the
wood’s waterproof properties with
looks that bring a smile to summer
showers. Choose from traditional
or compact styles. $199 to $245;
www.pelcorusa.com.

ART & CULTURE

Brazilian artist Vik Muniz,
subject of the Oscarnominated documentary
Waste Land, uses metal,
glass, and plastic culled
from a Rio de Janeiro
landfill as an impressionist does pigment. When
viewed from afar, the
photographed collages in
Vik Muniz: Garbage Matters at Nashville’s Frist
Center for the Visual Arts
(through September 15)
reproduce classic works
such as Botticelli’s The
Birth of Venus; up close,
they fracture into a series
of objects that challenge
our perceptions of waste.
www.fristcenter.org.
The Birth of Venus, after
Botticelli (Pictures of Junk).
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(WATER DROP ICON) ICONATHON/THE NOUN PROJECT, (GARDEN ICON) BIRDIE BRAIN/THE NOUN PROJECT,
(COllAGE) VIk MUNIz/VAGA, NEW yORk

TRASHY LOOK

Bhutan, the “Land of the Thunder Dragon”, is nestled high in the Eastern Himalayas.
Discover this mysterious and mythical land, absorb the country’s deep and unique everyday culture, where
pristine wilderness greets your eyes. Unwind through meditation or relax in a traditional hot stone bath.
This carbon neutral destination is one of the world’s few bio-diversity hotspots. Trek the highest peaks,
explore our ancient forests and immerse yourself in Gross National Happiness. Bhutan is waiting for you.
Visit www.tourism.gov.bt
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to begin your journey to explore Bhutan.
twitter.com/tourismbhutan

facebook.com/destinationbhutan

Passport
GO LIKE A PRO

Catch
the Drift
After one taste of river
cruising, Australian native
Peter Whitehead jumped
ship to Austria for “eightplus years of happiness” on
European rivers. We caught
up with the AmaWaterways
cruise manager in Paris for
a chat on current affairs.
If you cruISe only one rIver:

“The Danube has everything –
palaces, nature, castles, villages,
and capital cities.”
BeSt Port for a BIke rIde:

“Belgrade is fun. Explore the banks
of the Sava en route to the peninsula
Ada Ciganlija, one of the city’s main
attractions.”
rIver toWn you’ll never tIre of:

“Arles in Provence. Visit the Roman
arena, window-shop at Christian
Lacroix (a local), and relax next to the
Rhône with a scoop of fadoli (olive oil
ice cream) from a little corner shop,
Soleileis [9, rue du Dr Fanton].”
for an afternoon off In ParIS:

“Père-Lachaise Cemetery is a patch
of green in a bustling city, more of a
‘who was’ than a ‘who’s who.’ Grab
a map, take your time, and wander
along to visit Oscar Wilde, Edith Piaf,
and Jim Morrison.”
favorIte vIneyard on ama’S
routeS: “Adolf Störzel makes a fine

riesling in Rüdesheim, Germany.
His winery overlooks the Rhine and
is surrounded by medieval castles
on three sides – plus, Adolf tells
a good joke.”
for cheerIer chrIStmaS market
adventureS: “Austria is well known

Seine scene: Whitehead
aboard the AmaLegro in Paris.
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ROBERTO FRANKENBERG

for its glühwein, but you may also
want to try local punches or even
a hot chocolate with rum – all of a
sudden you won’t notice the cold,
you’ll know all the carols, and you’ll
speak German!”

South America
as low as

$2,129 for 8

Peru Splendors

South America Escape

Lima • Sacred Valley • Machu
Picchu • Cusco • Lima

Rio de Janeiro • Iguassu Falls •
Buenos Aires

Legacy of the Incas

South American Odyssey

Lima • Sacred Valley • Machu
Picchu • Cusco • Puno • Lima
• Paracas • Lima

Rio de Janeiro • Iguassu Falls
• Buenos Aires • Bariloche •
Puerto Varas • Santiago

days*

Ask about 2013 or 2014 vacations.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
today to learn about Globus South
America vacations.

"As low as" price is per person, land only based on "Peru Splendors" December departure, double occupancy and does not
include air travel. Reliant on space availability and may be withdrawn at any time

Passport t
FOOD & SPIRITS

Where We’re eating noW
The NexT Nobu?

Nikkei cuisine’s Peruvian and Japanese fusion has
spawned some of the world’s most celebrated chefs, such as Nobu Matsuhisa of
Nobu fame. Now Spain’s Albert Adrià, brother and business partner of Ferran,
puts their unique spin on tiraditos, sushi, and hybrids at the new Pakta. The
32-seat Barcelona restaurant, neighbor to the Adriàs’ popular Tickets, splits
head chef duties between a Japanese and a Peruvian who spent five months
together devising the menu. Lleida 5; online reservations only, www.pakta.es.

All AboArd

With high-speed rail lines under construction between
Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, historic train stations in both Israeli cities have been
repurposed as entertainment centers. On the heels of the HaTachana station
rehab in Tel Aviv, the 1892-vintage station in Jerusalem’s German Colony
neighborhood recently opened as First Stop, a nearly two-acre complex
hosting a farmers’ market, art gallery, concert venue, and seven restaurants,
including two from Israeli celebrity chef Moshe Segev. David Remez Street
between Hebron and Bethlehem roads.

Top TAble

Granular
aPProach
The United Nations recently
declared 2013 the International
Year of Quinoa, a salute designed
to popularize the nutritious, versatile,
and sustainable crop in impoverished
regions. Long loved by vegetarians,
the Andean grain’s rise in mainstream
U.S. kitchens rivals chefs’ recent affair with kale. Chefs at the 85-casita
Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo
Hotel feature quinoa in chowder,
pancakes, granola bars, and more.
Here, their summery recipe for

At his new Rivea in Saint-Tropez’s 91-room Hôtel Byblos,
chef Alain Ducasse replaces his globe-trotting Spoon restaurant with a
focused exploration of Mediterranean dishes. Italian design duo Antonio
Citterio and Patricia Viel, who recently completed London’s Bulgari Hotel,
unite the tree-filled
outdoor terrace with a
garden-inspired interior of wood flooring,
striped banquettes,
and tabletop candles.
A few reasons to reserve now: homemade
pasta with clams, sardines with basil, and
roasted blue lobster.
20, avenue Paul Signac;
33-4/9456-6800.

Rivea’s seared bass with zucchini and
(below) dinner preparations at Pakta.

Quinoa Tabbouleh:

Rinse quinoa until water runs clear. Cover
with cold unsalted water and boil until al
dente, about 20 minutes. Drain well and fluff
with a fork. Stir in the next seven ingredients,
then the lemon juice, olive oil, and salt and
pepper. Serve with lettuce leaves or pita.
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(QUINOA) pIxelsAwAy/VeeR

1 cup each pearled and red quinoa
1 /3 cup diced tomato
1 /2 cup each diced green pepper and cucumber
1 /8 cup each golden and black raisins
1 tablespoon each minced cilantro and parsley
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 tablespoon extra-virgin olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste

Passport
WELL TRAVELED

Fit For You

Three ways to check into healthier travels.
1. Lower handicaps and pounds
at Scotland’s
232-room
Gleneagles
Hotel with a new
fitness program
that includes
golf lessons
and nutritional
and fitness
consultations
at the spa. After
the links, hit the
pool or grab a
mountain bike
to explore the
850-acre property. Ultra Fit for
Golf program
from $885 per
night, including
breakfast daily,
golf lessons, and
fitness activities.

2. Take a brief
fitness survey on
an in-room iPad
at the 285-room
Four Seasons
Hotel Los Angeles at Beverly
Hills. In minutes,
you’ll receive a
complimentary
tailored workout from LAbased Blue Clay
Fitness and
access to up
to 120 videos
for strength
and endurance
moves. The
hotel provides
resistance bands
and mats for
use, and guests
can download
the videos on
their own devices for access
post-checkout.
Doubles from
$495, including
breakfast daily
and a $100 spa
credit.

3. Hit the sack.
The spa at the
649-room Fairmont Scottsdale Princess
now provides
electronic sleep
monitors ($50)
that track your
sleep patterns
overnight. Arrange a consultation with a
medical professional the next
day (for an additional cost) to
analyze the data
and learn how
to capitalize on
your z’s. Doubles
from $134, including breakfast
daily, a $50
resort credit, 50
percent off valet
parking, and
complimentary
spa access once
during stay.

Fore runners at Gleneagles.

ThE STYLISh TRAVELER

LISTEN UP

Frends don’t let girlfriends wear ugly headphones:
The company’s Ella earbuds mimic earrings with
decorative exterior coils of gold, rose gold, or
silver and matching metallic volume controls.
$99; www.wearefrends.com.
Michael Jackson joins Elvis with posthumous Las Vegas sightings: Cirque du Soleil’s new tribute show, Michael Jackson ONE, plays twice
daily Saturdays through Wednesdays at Mandalay Bay. From $69; www.cirquedusoleil.com.
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Bon Voyage

Raising the BaR
Some 400 bartenders from Princess Cruises and Norwegian Cruise Line have gone head-to-head for a shot at the title of Diageo
Reserve World Class Bartender of the Year. This year, the world’s most prestigious bartending competition takes place on Azamara Club Cruises’
Azamara Journey July 4 through 9. What it means for you: inventive new cocktails at the lines’ bars that far surpass the typical piña colada or oversweetened mojito, and plenty of showmanship too.

British Invasion

After conquering the airwaves, PBS’
hit series Downton Abbey is set to make
waves with cruisers:
 Fans on Viking River Cruises’ eight-day
Normandy explorations from Paris and 12day voyages between Paris and Prague can
opt for a pre- or post-cruise tour of London,
Oxford, and the English countryside. The
three-day extensions include Highclere
Castle, the show’s Victorian manse.
Viking’s Downton connections run deep:
The line sponsors the show, and Lady Fiona
Carnarvon, real-life countess of Highclere
and author of the New York Times best

Your ticket to entitlement.

seller Lady Almina and the Real Downton
Abbey, is a godmother of one of the line’s ten
recently christened 190-passenger ships.
Departures: Multiple dates through 2013;
from $1,356 (eight-day) and $2,956 (12-day).
Land extension from $1,399.
 Cunard is getting in on the action too.
Just in time for the tenth anniversary of

its 2,620-passenger Queen Mary 2, the
line has announced a post-cruise tour of
historic English sites for the New York
to Southampton crossing: eight days that
take in London highlights, Stonehenge, and
Windsor and Highclere castles. Departure:
July 6, 2014; from $1,399. Land extension
from $2,000.

Hate Edwardian period dramas, but love tea? Princess Cruises’ 3,600-passenger Royal
Princess debuted in June with a Tea Tower stocked with 250 blends in the ship’s expansive
Piazza. The space hosts special tastings and a lavish afternoon tea inspired by some of London’s
famous tearooms, and features sommeliers to help select options or create custom blends.

Look out BeLow
Be among the first to slide into fun on Disney Cruise Line’s 2,713-passenger Disney Magic. This fall, its shipwide renovation brings a thrilling new
waterslide, AquaDunk. Climb the stairwell to the top of the ship’s funnel and step into a chute, then count down until a trapdoor drops you into a
40-foot plunge that includes a translucent spiral section jutting out over the ship’s side. Guaranteed heart-pumping fun.
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(BARTENDER ICON) MARIA DARRON/THE NOUN PROJECT, (TEA ICON) THOMAS WEBER/THE NOUN PROJECT
(CASTLE) MATTHEW LLOyD/GETTy IMAGES, (MAILBOX) RON KOEBERER/GETTy IMAGES

From left: Countess Fiona Carnarvon
at home, Cunard’s Queen Mary 2, and
Windsor Castle’s Royal Mailbox.

“IN CELEBRATION OF WINE” CRUISES FROM $2,149*

JOURNEY THROUGH EUROPE’S RENOWNED WINE REGIONS WITH TRIPLE SAVINGS
$500 Savings & $300 Onboard Credit per Stateroom plus Complimentary Stateroom Upgrade
GREAT CAPITALS & VINTAGES OF THE DANUBE
7-night cruise starting from $2,149 per person
Optional 3 nights in Prague for $690 per person
Embarkation Dates: Nov 9, 11, 16 & 18, 2013
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE: Complimentary
Guided Tour of Schönbrunn Palace**

CULTURE & WINE LEGACY OF THE RHINE
7-night cruise starting from $2,149 per person
Optional 4 nights in Lucerne & Zurich for $1,040 per person
Embarkation Dates: Nov 15 & 22, 2013
VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE:
$100 Onboard Credit per Stateroom**

These special wine departures feature renowned hosts and include complimentary lectures, wine tastings and excursions to historic
vineyards and cellars. Passengers will learn about the regions’ centuries-old wine traditions, sample award-winning vintages and enjoy
exclusive wine-themed excursions. Celebrity wine hosts from some of the top wineries in North America will accompany each cruise.

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL
YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Terms & Conditions: *Dates listed are embarkation dates. Cash savings applies only to the cruise portion. Rates are in U.S. dollars; based on double occupancy in Cat. E and may vary per departure date. Offers are valid on new
FIT cruise bookings only made by July 31, 2013 and are not combinable with any other offers. $500 per staterooms savings is based on double-occupancy staterooms. Single occupancy staterooms receive $250 savings. $300
onboard credit is per stateroom, solo travelers receive $150 per stateroom. Complimentary stateroom upgrade applies to one category upgrade only (i.e. booked in Cat. E can only upgrade to Cat. D), based on availability,
for like-to-like categories, and exclude suites. **Virtuoso Exclusive is for Individual Bookings Only; groups not applicable. Optional tour is limited to one per passenger/cruise. Onboard credit is $50 per person ($100 per
stateroom). Must ask for Virtuoso Exclusive at the time of booking. Prices listed do not include land programs, round trip airfare, port charges of $147 per person per week cruised and gratuities. Availability is limited on
each cruise, capacity controlled and the offer is subject to change or discontinuation without notice. Itineraries, hosts, and all elements, are subject to change; visit www.AmaWaterways.com for updates. CST#2065452-40

Bon Voyage

MAkE A BREAk fOR IT

New York City meets its match on this energetic city at sea.

Big-City Eats
Specialty restaurants include
Iron Chef and Chopped judge
Geoffrey Zakarian’s first venues
at sea. At Ocean Blue, try his
fried calamari with hot peppers
or lightly roasted scallops with
caramelized pork belly (well worth
the $49 cover charge) or go the à
la carte route with fresh oysters
at the raw bar and lobster rolls,
among other treats, from the takeaway window. As do several of the
ship’s 20 dining venues, Ocean
Blue offers outdoor seating on
The Waterfront, the ship’s extrawide, boardwalk-like promenade.

1. At home in The Haven.
2 - 3. The first spa salt room
and the fastest waterslides
at sea. 4 - 5. Manhattan
roots: Breakaway’s godmothers and home port.
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– Nancy Yale, travel advisor,
Fairfield, Connecticut

1.

2.
3.

Suite Spot
Passengers staying in The Haven,
an exclusive top-of-ship suites
complex, can hit their pool before
the Breakaway casts off from
midtown’s Pier 88, thanks to the
addition of an all-weather dome.
The private oasis features butler
and concierge service, as well as
an exclusive restaurant, massage
rooms, and sauna.
Kick It
Work up a sweat in complimentary
Rockettes-themed exercise classes,
which focus on toning the quads
and hips. Try some steps at dance
classes with real Rockettes on
select sailings, then reward yourself
with a Rockettini, an homage to
the troupe that’s part strawberry
daiquiri, part piña colada.

“Haven guests: Contact the
suites’ concierge to make all reservations for restaurants, shows, and
spas before embarkation. Geoffrey
Zakarian’s Ocean Blue, for one,
books out well ahead of sailing.”

4.

5.

Entertainment District
Action central for entertainment
is decks 6, 7, and 8 (dubbed 678
Ocean Place, in a bit of cruise line
cleverness). Through interconnected atriums, passengers can
set off to more than a dozen clubs,
bars, restaurants, a casino, and
theater. Diversions include improv
comedy, blues, dueling pianos,
DJs, cocktails at an ice bar with
sculptures of NYC landmarks,
and three Broadway shows. Want
risqué nostalgia? Don’t miss fivetime Tony-nominated Rock of
Ages, based on 1980s glam rock
(recommended for adults only).
Make a Splash
The largest water park at sea
twists around the rear top decks
with five brightly colored waterslides – the fastest on any ship.
Take the plunge or channel your
inner pirate on the three-floor
Sports Deck; The Plank –
an eight-foot stretch that you walk
(while wearing a harness) with
nothing below but the sea – awaits
as one of the rope course’s 40
challenges. SpongeBob SquarePants and other characters serve
up fun at the kids’ Nickelodeonthemed water park.
Big Night Out
Once each cruise, outdoor club
Spice H2O hosts an adults-only
’80s flashback. Dance to DEVO,
The Go-Go’s, and others while
fireworks light up the sky. It’s
the best party at sea.
Eight-day Bermuda cruises roundtrip from New York: Multiple dates
through October 13; from $1,399.
The Haven suites from $2,599.

(ROCKETTES) NORwEgIaN CRUISE LINE

Norwegian Cruise
Line’s new 4,000passenger Norwegian
Breakaway wears its New York
connections proudly. The largest
ship ever to call the Big Apple
home year-round has the Rockettes
for godmothers, a hull with pop
artist Peter Max’s brightly colored
take on the city’s skyline, and
umbrella carts serving all-beef
New York hot dogs. As an exclusive
two-night preview revealed, the
Coney Island-meets-Times Square
energy makes this the megaship
that never sleeps.
NEW
SHIP

tip

Oahu: The Gathering Place

CLASSIC
V A C AT I O N S
Referred to as ‘The Gathering Place,’ Oahu is a great island to bring friends or meet new ones.
You’ll find variety at every turn on Oahu, from ancient to the modern.

Oahu, Hawaii

Oahu, Hawaii

Halekulani, or ‘house befitting heaven’ in Hawaii, lives up
to its name, offering an oasis of tranquility for more than a
century. Enjoy unforgettable cuisine at three award winning
restaurants, relax as SpaHalekulani, or swim in the signature
Orchid pool.

Blending innovative design and modern amenities with
traditional Hawaiian hospitality, this luxury boutique hotel
attracts guests desiring a fashion-forward, lifestyle experience.
Located at the edge of Waikiki Beach, the hotel provides easy
access to shopping, dining, and entertainment.

Halekulani

• $150 Air credit
• Daily buffet breakfast for two
• Partial Ocean View Room
4 nights from $1209 per person

The MODERN Honolulu

• $100 Air credit
• $85 resort credit per room per stay
• Upgrade at time of booking (based on availability)
• Ocean View Room
4 nights from $789 per person

Call your Virtuoso Travel advisor
Offers are valid on new bookings of at least four (4) consecutive nights on Oahu. Value of credit varies based on minimum night stay requirement. Prices shown are per-person, land only based upon double occupancy. For those
properties where Classic Vacations has access to dynamic pricing rates, those rates will likely fluctuate from time to time based on market conditions and other factors beyond Classic Vacations control. Air credit is one per booking,
not per person. If each traveler purchases the optional Travel Smart Plan or Cancel and Change Waiver, hotel stay and air, party’s total package price will be reduced by indicated air credit value. Book by 12/14/13 for travel through
12/18/13. Offers are subject to availability at time of booking and may be changed or discontinued at any time without notice. Blackout dates, minimum night stays, minimum stay requirements on air, seasonal surcharges, resort
fees (if any), and other restrictions may also apply. Offers are not valid for Group Travel. Some booking and travel dates may vary. Other promotions and departure dates available which may result in a different rate and/or hotel
inclusion. Customer is responsible for hotel taxes and fees on the free night offer. Classic Vacations CST: 2079429-20.
295-0513

Suite Talk

FIRST LOOK
Prince de Galles, Paris

Paris’ newest hotel invited Dallas-based Virtuoso travel advisor Nancy Strong to
preview the 159-room property and share her thoughts as a discerning traveler. Here’s
what she discovered for us during her stay five nights before its grand opening.

Closest attraction: “Two blocks to the Champs-Élysées action.”
Design aesthetic: “Classic art deco meets high drama.”
Most unusual feature: “The inner courtyard – an eclectic setting
with palm trees and elegant mosaics that feels more Casablanca
than Paris.”
Room to book: “504, a one-bedroom suite, for location and layout.”
Favorite guest-room detail: “The prominent use of macassar
ebony; its streaked appearance lends rooms a luxurious touch
with great texture.”

Best bathroom amenity:
“The most phenomenal hair
dryers in Paris – very powerful and easy to use.”

Most enviable Appartement Parisien (penthouse) features:
“Privacy, a lovely terrace, and a terrific Eiffel Tower view.”
Recommended table for breakfast: “Request the right side of
the room to be near the windows.”
Dining room highlights: “Gorgeous white decor, colorful artwork, and the open show kitchen beneath a crystal wall. Also, my
amuse-bouche, a delicious pâté.”
Doubles from $1,150, including breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.

2.
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1.

1. A Prince de Galles welcome. 2. La Scène’s show kitchen. 3 - 4. Macassar ebony enriches public spaces and (5.) guest rooms. 6. Bar Les Heures.

3.

4.

5.

6.

(ALL PHOTOS EXCEPT GUEST ROOM) MICHEL FIGUET

Prince de Galles in ten words or less: “Paris’ shiny new penny,
with a great culinary experience.”

Suite Talk

Your BetterLooking Beau

Lake Geneva’s latest.

This issue:

ROME

French designer Pierre-Yves Rochon
recently unveiled 50 rooms refurbished and reoriented to emphasize
Beau-Rivage Palace’s views over
Switzerland’s Lake Geneva. Glass
interior doors and a soft lake-inspired
blue-and-green palette underscore
the Lausanne shore setting, while
enlarged bathrooms modernize the
quarters. The balance of the hotel’s
169 rooms will undergo renovation by
next spring. Doubles from $470, including breakfast daily, a $60 dining credit,
and a cocktail at the bar.

Day-tripping
on Boston Harbor.

Come Sail away
The 230-room Boston Harbor
Hotel at Rowes Wharf has long
offered alfresco concerts and a dockside summer film series. This season’s
big addition is the Adirondack III, an
1890s-style, gaff-rigged wooden pilot
schooner. May through October, the
42-passenger ship will offer day trips,
sunset sails, morning mimosa sails,
and private charters on historic Boston
Harbor. Doubles from $370, including
breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.
Adirondack III sailings from $38.

Ultimate Upgrade
Inside our favorite splurge-worthy suites.

Travel Dreams Survey “Connoisseurs” tapped Italy as their top dream destination in this year’s survey (and
Rome ranked No. 2 across all five traveler types for gourmet and city escapes). A suggestion for your nights in
the Eternal City: Hassler Roma’s new 4,300-square-foot Penthouse Suite, which occupies the 96-room property’s entire top floor. Three bedrooms, a full kitchen and cocktail bar, a grand piano in the living room, and a dining room furnished
with custom Dibbern bone china await modern-day Caesars. Two of the four bathrooms feature panoramic windows and chromatherapy showers that emit mood lighting along with water; outdoors, two furnished terraces surround guests with a panorama of Roman
landmarks, including the Spanish Steps, Saint Peter’s Basilica, and Villa Borghese’s gardens. Penthouse from $19,600, including
breakfast daily, Internet access, and a fruit basket and $100 dining credit.
Eternal views:
Hassler Roma’s new top suite.
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Suite Talk

NO LIE
Mexico’s only PGA
Tour stop, the OHL
Classic at Mayakoba
steps onto the big
stage this year. After
facing a conflicting February World
Golf Championships
event, Mayakoba now
has its own coveted
fall slot (November
11 to 17) with the TV
coverage and FedEx
Cup points that ensure the world’s best
golfers attend. Host
hotels, the 401-room
Fairmont Mayakoba,
Riviera Maya and
128-room Rosewood
Mayakoba, welcome
pros and fans to a
user-friendly tournament on the Greg
Norman-designed
El Camaleón course
within the selfcontained resort.
Fairmont doubles
from $279, including
breakfast daily and
a $100 dining credit.
Rosewood doubles
from $460 (four-night
minimum), including
breakfast daily and a
$100 spa credit.
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Wood-do: Craft your own souvenir in Florence.

Bellagio’s Executive Parlor Suite.

PROPER PRE-GAMING
Billiard tables and home theaters with Xbox game systems and Blu-ray players highlight
new social-minded Executive Parlor Suites at the 3,933-room Bellagio in Las Vegas. The
three new 2,500-square-foot, one-bedroom suites were added in the Spa Tower’s recent
renovation, which incorporates energy-efficient lighting, organic wool carpeting, and increased air circulation among its eco-elements. Executive Parlor Suites from $849, including private check-in at the Executive Suite Lounge, two $20 breakfast credits daily, four spa
passes or an $85 credit for lunch at Olives, and round-trip airport limo transfers.

(GOLF ICON) THE NOUN PROJECT

Tees and
Tequila

Though Florentine writer Carlo Collodi died long before his character Pinocchio gained worldwide fame, the spirit of woodcarver Geppetto still reigns in the city’s workshops. Now Rocco
Forte’s 102-room Hotel Savoy aims to immerse families in the legend with a visitors’
guide to goldsmith, porcelain, confectionary, and papier-mâché shops around Florence. Kids can make a Pinocchio-themed
pencil box in a three-hour class taught by
an art restorer and later wind down with a
bedtime story from a complimentary copy of
The Adventures of Pinocchio. Two connecting
rooms from $640, including breakfast daily and
a $110 dining credit. Pinocchio workshop from
$340 for one child to $495 for four children;
children; not
available in August.

Only Cunard reveals the riches of the Old World with idyllic Mediterranean and
Northern Europe itineraries that evoke the New Golden Age of Ocean Travel.

EUROPEAN VOYAGES — Balcony Fares From:
Mediterranean
Odyssey

Iberia and
Moroccan Highlights

Around the
British Isles

12 Days

10 Days

13 Days

2,944

$

21 NOV 2013

*

2,754

$

11 DEC 2013

*

3,799*

$

23 MAY 2014

VIRTUO SO
E X C L U SI V E
Receive up to $300

On Board Credit† per stateroom

Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to reserve your voyage today!
† On Board Credit offer based on: Balcony stateroom (category BC). All values are per stateroom, based on double occupancy. Singles paying the single supplement earn the equivalent of the per stateroom
On Board Credit.
* Fares are per person, quoted in U.S. dollars, do not include air travel, are voyage only, based on double occupancy, applies to the first two guests in a stateroom and does not apply to singles or
third/fourth-berth guests. $2,944 fare is based on a Balcony stateroom (Category BC) for the 11/21/13 QUEEN ELIZABETH Mediterranean Odyssey 12-day voyage. $2,754 fare is based on a
Balcony stateroom (Category BC) for the 12/11/13 QUEEN VICTORIA Iberia and Moroccan Highlights 10-day voyage. $3,799 fare is based on a Balcony stateroom (Category BC) for the 05/23/14
QUEEN VICTORIA Around the British Isles 13-day voyage. Fares apply on a space-available basis at time of reservation, were correct at time of printing and are subject to change. Fares for other categories not shown
vary. This offer is capacity-controlled, is subject to change and may not be combinable with any other public or past guest discount. Offer is available to residents of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico
and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older. Government fees and taxes are additional, are subject to change, range from $68 - $218 per person and may be higher for Canadian residents. Cunard
reserves the right to impose a fuel supplement of up to $9 per person per day on all passengers if the NYMEX oil price exceeds $70 per barrel, even if fares have been paid in full. Offer may be withdrawn at any time
without notice. Please refer to the applicable Cunard brochure for terms, conditions and definitions that apply to all bookings. Certain restrictions apply. Ship’s Registry: Bermuda. ©CUNARD 2013.

Inspired By

1.

dIor

Addict gloss in Rouge Défendu, $30,
www.nordstrom.com

2.
The Centre Pompidou’s
“inside out” design leaves
ample interior space for
exhibits and events.

tHe Centre
PoMPIdou

sAss & BIde

Utterly Madcap clutch, $350,
www.sassandbide.com

3.

recent fashion forays mirror a
Parisian architectural icon.
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GIAnVIto rossI

Suede and PVC pumps, $625,
www.netaporter.com

(CENTRE POMPIDOU) BERTRaND GaRDEL/GETTY IMaGES,
(SHOES aND LIP GLOSS) CHRIS PLaVIDaL

Modern Must-do
In 1977, when the Centre Georges Pompidou opened in the Beaubourg district, many
derided the Renzo Piano-Richard Rogers collaboration, comparing its exposed beams
and ductwork to an oil refinery. But the visitors poured in. Three-plus decades on, the
arts center is celebrated as a bold innovation and a must-see for its internationally
renowned exhibitions, vast library, performance spaces, and permanent collection
of modern art – Europe’s largest – with works by Miró, Rothko, Pollock, and more.
From July 3 through November 4 this year, the center hosts a Roy Lichtenstein
retrospective. Virtuoso’s France on-site tour company offers a one-day, expert-led arts
and architecture tour of Paris that includes an afternoon at the Pompidou, following a
morning among the impressionists and more at the Musée d’Orsay. Full-day privately
guided tours depart any day through 2013; from $870 for up to four people.

Personalized
World Journeys
Your extraordinary vacation, just as you imagined… from a secluded tropical
getaway to authentic cultural discovery. JourneseSM provides travelers with
the finest in handcrafted journeys, and now offers five new cities in Europe.

Summer 2013
AMSTERDAM | BARCELONA | BERLIN | ISTANBUL | PRAGUE

CST 1007939-10. UBI 601 915 263. TAR 5308. Copyright © 2013 Journese. All Rights Reserved.

Tktktk
City
to tktktkktk
Go
artisanal tonic waters. Snatching one of the outdoor tables at
Lamucca de Pez (4 Plaza Carlos
Cambronero; 34-91/521-0000)
isn’t easy, thanks to its fantastic
cocktail list and charming location on a tucked-away plaza in the
Malasaña neighborhood.

Iberian

INTERLUDE
This summer in Madrid: alfresco
cocktails, outdoor movies, and a dash
of Dalí. BY PAOLA SINGER PHOTOGRAPHY BY ALVARO LEIVA
GO fOr In warm weather,
when Madrid’s bars, cafés, and
restaurants open their terrazas,
Madrileños indulge a favorite
pastime: sharing banter and
tapas alfresco. Summertime also
ushers in a busy cultural calendar, with music in Retiro Park
and concerts, film screenings,
and more at the Royal Palace’s
Sabatini Gardens. For edgier
options, head to Matadero, a former slaughterhouse turned arts
center. And the Reina Sofía Museum hosts a highly anticipated
Dalí exhibition until September.
EAT Traditional cuisine and
contemporary design converge
at Mercado de San Antón (24
Augusto de Figueroa; 34-91/3300730), on the site of a nineteenthcentury market filled with staples
such as croquetas and Iberian
ham. At the chic restaurant on
the third floor, order à la carte or
bring your own meat, seafood,
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and produce from the downstairs kiosks and ask the
chefs to whip up something.
Club Allard (Calle de Ferraz
2; 34-91/559-0939) has become one of Europe’s most
coveted restaurants, thanks
to two-Michelin-star chef
Diego Guerrero. His tasting
menus might feature a
dessert served in a fishbowl,
with red “coral” made from
chocolate. Hobnob with
Pedro Almodóvar or Paco
de Lucía at Válgame Dios (43
Augusto de Figueroa; 34-91/7010341), a casual spot opened by
socialite Beatriz Álvarez.

DrINK Madrid’s version of
the craft cocktail trend centers –
curiously – on the classic gin and
tonic. Le Cabrera (2 Bárbara de
Braganza; 34-91/319-9457), an
upscale lounge in fashionable Recoletos, makes this simple cocktail
into an art, employing rare gins and

SHOP Housed in a converted
military pharmacy from the early
1900s, Pez (15 Regueros; 3491/310-6677) is a concept store
where couture meets street style.
Its collection of Italian, French,
and Japanese clothing and accessories hangs alongside homegrown labels such as Masscob.
Spanish jeweler Joaquín Berao
(44 Lagasca; 34-91/577-2828),
known for his inventive yet timeClockwise from top: The Royal
Palace’s Sabatini Gardens, a strawberry
margarita at Válgame Dios, concept
store Pez, and provisions in abundance
at Mercado de San Antón.

less, nature-inspired bijous, has
inaugurated a glittering boutique
on the site of his first atelier.

STAY Marble bathrooms,
crystal chandeliers, tufted sofas,
and views of the Prado Museum
or Plaza de la Lealtad set the
aristocratic scene at the 167room Hotel Ritz, Madrid, a belle
epoque building commissioned
in 1910 by King Alfonso XIII.
(Doubles from $345, including
breakfast daily and a one-way airport transfer.) Just off the grand
Paseo de la Castellana, steps
from Calle de Serrano’s high-end
shops, Hotel Villa Magna has
150 rooms decorated with a luxe
mix of contemporary and classic
furnishings. (Doubles from $445,
including breakfast daily and one
afternoon tea for two. Guests
who stay three nights or more
add dinner on the Villa Magna
restaurant’s terrace.)

Introducing
FlyNet:
Wi-Fi
broadband
on board

Interview

Why I Travel

M

For future astronaut Michael Gamerl, a thirst for adventure
and an excuse to eat Gummi Bears. InTERVIEwEd By dAVId HOCHMAn

ichael Gamerl knows the world is round, but he’s also eager to verify it. An executive at The Princeton Review who lives in Laguna
Beach, California, 45-year-old Gamerl and his wife, Ann, experience the planet’s wonders by pushing to its extreme edges. He has
visited all seven continents with the help of La Jolla-based Virtuoso travel advisors Liliane Merrill and Steve Kuriga, who is also an
accredited space agent. Soon, Gamerl will slip Earth’s bonds completely as Virgin Galactic passenger no. 595, making him among
the first citizen astronauts to glimpse our planet from space.

My travel motto? A super-fortunate series of events and hard
work led to a financial windfall that’s allowed me to travel well. I said,
‘Oh, what the hell. I could spend that money conservatively or I could
treat every trip like it’s Christmas.’ Ann and I don’t have kids. Life is
short. Nobody wants to get underwear or ties for Christmas. My attitude is, live life to the max. And that’s exactly what I’ve been doing.

If they let me, I’ll bring
Gummi Bears – the authentic

eats bugs if that’s what the locals eat – they taste awful, by the way.
Check back with me the day before I board SpaceShipTwo and I might
feel nervous, but now, I’m like, ‘Let’s do it!’

ones by Haribo. I never go
anywhere without
them. My wife and
I were hiking the
Inca Trail to Machu Picchu,
and I got sick going over 13,700-foot Abra Warmihuañusca Pass and
couldn’t keep anything down. The Gummi Bears had enough sugar –
or maybe just comforted me enough – so I could make it down into the
valley and feel better.

Not to sound melodramatic, but the mere idea of going
into suborbit has an impact on me. Traveling the world gives

When it comes to earthly adventures, climbing Kilimanjaro is mind-blowing. But in terms of sheer out-there amazement,

you the sense you’re not all that big a deal. A trip like this makes you
experience humility on an even grander scale. But, yeah, I also just
want to see the blue curve with my own eyes.

Antarctica ranks at the top. What shocked me was how unafraid of
humans the animals were. Penguins waddled right up to us, and the
little weaners – that’s what they called the elephant seal pups weaning
off their mothers – sidled up alongside us as if we were their moms.

I like to push the envelope on every trip. I’m that guy who

It’s fun to see the people interested
in spaceflight: the Russian guy with
his mob of girlfriends who passed
around a bottle of vodka in the elevator
at a Virgin Galactic event in Los Angeles. The Japanese guy who said he was
something like number two or five on
the passenger list!

It sounds so cliché, but I really want to encourage
people to travel. I agree with Mark Twain that it ‘liberates
the vandal’ and ‘expands the kindly instincts.’ I don’t know that
I’ve ever met a traveler who was intolerant or small-minded.
Selfishly, I love to experience the wonders of the world, and
when I come home my appreciation for life is heightened.

in Scandinavia. I want to see the
tulips blooming in Holland. I want
to frickin’ hike the Khyber Pass
between Pakistan and Afghanistan even though it’s dangerous.
That sounds amazing to me. I
want to go to sub-Saharan Africa.
I’m dying to hang out with gorillas
in Uganda and am working on that
for 2014.
Michael and Ann in Antarctica and
(right) summiting Kilimanjaro.
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(GUMMI BEARS) GABRIELA InSURATELU/ALAMy

My dream trip? Where do
I start! I want to spend time

It is possible to schedule
life-changing moments.
When your family travels with Adventures by Disney ®, something
amazing happens. You can really connect. And whether you journey
through Asia, Europe or the Americas, Adventures by Disney will take
care of every last detail. So that you can focus on what really matters.
Being together.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.
©Disney CST# 2082519-10 GS2013-9929

Colorful Cultures, Natural Beauty
South America

Silversea all-inclusive cruises bring the dramatic diversity of this vast continent into dazzling
focus with outstanding enrichment programs and exclusive small-group tours. Navigate through
Chilean fjords or learn to tango in Buenos Aires, on Silversea cruises, you’ll experience the
colorful culture and natural beauty of South America in fabulous six-star style.
• Sumptuous ocean-view suites • Butler service in all suites
• A staff-to-guest ratio of nearly one to one
• Complimentary fine wines, champagne and spirits served throughout the ship

All Silver Privilege Fares are cruise-only, in US dollars, per guest, based on double-occupancy. Fares are capacity controlled, and subject to change at any time without notice. Availability of all suite categories cannot be guaranteed. Fares
for single guests are available upon request. Additional restrictions may apply. *Guests will be eligible for reimbursement if the Silver Privilege Fare for their particular voyage and suite category is reduced after they have made a booking
and deposit with Silversea and Silversea has received their written request for a fare adjustment prior to their sailing date. Requests for reimbursement received on or after the sailing date will be denied. Reimbursement provided under
this guarantee will be in the form of a shipboard credit, suite upgrade, future cruise credit, fare reduction or other method. Silversea reserves the sole right to determine the method of reimbursement made to guests. The amount of
reimbursement the guests receive will be determined by the difference between the Silver Privilege Fare actually paid by the guest and the Silver Privilege Fare displayed on Silversea.com the day the request is received is by Silversea.
Ships’ registry Bahamas. Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities and events are subject to change without notice. Virtuoso Voyager Club events require a minimum/maximum number of participants and may not be combinable with other
offers. Space is limited, black-out dates and restrictions may apply.

Rio de Janeiro to Buenos Aires

Bridgetown to Rio de Janeiro

Buenos Aires to Valparaiso

Silver Cloud®
Departs December 11, 2013 • 9 Days
Virtuoso Deluxe Ocean View fares
from $3,450 per guest
Virtuoso Voyager Club: Wine Series,
Gentleman Hosts

Silver Spirit®
Departs January 15, 2014 • 14 Days
Virtuoso Deluxe Ocean View fares
from $5,650 per guest
Virtuoso Voyager Club: L’École des
Chefs, Gentleman Hosts, Bridge Sailing

Silver Spirit®
Departs February 7, 2014 • 16 Days
Virtuoso Deluxe Ocean View fares
from $7,650 per guest
Virtuoso Voyager Club: Wine Series,
Gentleman Hosts, Bridge Sailing

Valparaiso to Buenos Aires

Rio de Janeiro to Buenos Aires

Valparaiso to Fort Lauderdale

Silver Cloud®
Departs January 5, 2014 • 16 Days
Virtuoso Deluxe Ocean View fares
from $7,250 per guest
Virtuoso Voyager Club:Gentleman
Hosts, Bridge Sailing

Silver Spirit®
Departs January 29, 2014 • 9 Days
Virtuoso Deluxe Ocean View fares
from $4,550 per guest
Virtuoso Voyager Club: Gentleman
Hosts, Bridge Sailing

Silver Spirit®
Departs February 23, 2014 • 18 Days
Virtuoso Deluxe Ocean View fares
from $8,050 per guest
Virtuoso Voyager Club: L’École des
Chefs, Gentleman Hosts, Bridge Sailing

Contact your Virtuoso® travel advisor and book early.
You’ll receive Voyager Club benefits on these sailings and
the best fare on the best suite — guaranteed.

Tasting Notes

MELON

Vegas mixes up the season’s
standout party drink.
BY JUSTIN PAUL
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL
STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

A

ttention lovers of summer, sunnY

afternoon barbecues, and watermelons in
their prime: When the Virtuoso Life creative
team got wind of this granita cocktail at the
Four Seasons Hotel Las Vegas, we called an all-handson-deck tasting at an editor’s house to see if you could
make it at home. (The answer: “Yes!” – followed by “yes
again!” on the weekend.) As watermelon cocktails go,
this adult slushy is admittedly more work than spiking
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Day-Glo deliciousness:
Serve at least once per summer.
Repeat as necessary.

COUPE COURTESY OF WILLIAM YEOWARD CRYSTAL/WWW.WILLIAMYEOWARDCRYSTAL.COM

Use Your

WILL YOU BREAKAWAY OR GETAWAY?
Extraordinary Experiences Await For Your Next Family Cruise

A spectacular fireworks display on every sailing is just one of the extraordinary experiences you can look
forward to aboard our newest ships. Parents will enjoy numerous gourmet dining options, revolutionary spa
facilities and acclaimed Broadway-style performances. Kids and teens will spend hours delighting in Splash
Academy, Entourage clubhouse, the Sports Complex and the largest Aqua Parks at sea.
Book a Suite or Villa in The Haven to enjoy unparalleled accommodations and exclusive privileges,
including access to a courtyard, restaurant and sundeck off-limits to other guests.

EASTERN CARIBBEAN

BAHAMAS

Roundtrip Miami
7 Days • Norwegian Getaway
Departs 2/15/14, 3/1/14, 3/15/14,
3/29/14, 4/12/14, 4/26/14, 5/10/14,
5/24/14, 6/7/14, 6/21/14

Roundtrip New York
7 Days • Norwegian Breakaway
Departs 10/13/13, 10/20/13, 11/10/13,
11/17/13, 12/1/13, 12/8/13

Balcony fares from $909
Suite fares from $2,019
The Haven Courtyard

Balcony fares from $1,199
Suite fares from $2,799

Book with your Virtuoso travel advisor to enjoy $50 per stateroom Onboard Credit on
any of these sailings. Plus, receive a bottle of wine aboard Norwegian Breakaway!
Offers are based on availability, are capacity controlled, apply to selected sailings and combinability with other offers is subject to change or cancellation at any time per Norwegian Cruise Line’s discretion. Fares are cruise-only, per person, based
on double occupancy, capacity controlled and current at time of printing. Onboard Credit is in U.S. Dollars, per stateroom, applies to the 1st and 2nd guest on the reservation and may not be used towards service charges. Bottle of wine is one per
stateroom. Offers include Suite and Villa categories. Onboard Credit and Wine offers are non-refundable, non-transferable and have no cash value. Government taxes and fees, and onboard service charges are additional. Other restrictions and fuel
supplement charge may apply. Norwegian and Virtuoso are not responsible for typographical errors or omissions. Ships’ registry: BAHAMAS and UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. ©2013 NCL Corporation Ltd.

Tasting Notes
the fruit with vodka or blending it with tequila and triple sec, but it’s infinitely more
refreshing and respectable. If your future
includes Vegas, try it yourself at Press, the
424-room hotel’s lively new lobby bar that
features sofas, outdoor fire pits, and bartenders armed with an array of device chargers – plus 16 wines by the glass – for every
kind of top-off. In the meantime, here’s the
hit of your next party.
GRANITA (mAKE-AHEAD)
1 large or 2 personal
seedless watermelons
1 bottle prosecco or sparkling wine

AD XXXXX

Cube the watermelon and puree in a blender
or food processor. Transfer to a large bowl
and stir in the prosecco. Pour the mixture
into a nonstick baking pan and freeze until
icy around the edges, about 25 minutes.

WATERmELON GRANITA COCKTAIL
2 ounces fresh watermelon juice
Watermelon granita
1 ½ ounces Grey Goose Le Citron
½ ounce simple syrup
Prosecco
Lemon zest
Puree half a seedless watermelon for juice
and refrigerate. Fill a chilled coupe or martini
glass with granita. In a shaker, combine the
vodka, watermelon juice, and simple syrup.
Stir and pour over the granita. Top with prosecco and lemon zest.

Bar tip: Save the fancy bubbles (any $8 to $15 dry
sparkling wine will do) and reach for top-shelf vodka.
Here’s what the Four Seasons uses.
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for 1/2-page ad pages.
The “Grande Dame of the Far East”
offers guests a new era in personalised
stays, and the hotel’s signature fleet
of 14 extended-wheelbase
Rolls-Royce Phantoms will whisk you
anywhere you wish to go.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
and receive the third night free when
you stay for two consecutive nights in
one of the hotel’s newly renovated suites.
Virtuoso rates start at
US $1,000 per room, per night.

Salisbury Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Using a fork, stir the icy portions into the
middle of the pan. Freeze again, stirring
the edges into the center every 20 to 30
minutes. Once frozen, scrape the granita into
flaky crystals with a fork. Cover tightly and
keep frozen until ready to use.
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Global Gourmet

a Taste

OF LIma
In the City of Kings, Peruvian chefs
serve up trendy indigenous cuisine
fit for royalty. By MICHaELa GUzy
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Central
Chef Virgilio Martínez leads Lima’s gastronomic scene at his popular open-kitchen restaurant. The sleek, modern space – including
a wine cellar and a chef’s table – in the fashionable Miraflores

(FOOD) ELIE GaRDnER, (CHEF) InTI MEDIa

F

oodies, take note: Lima’s a

artistry and the
culinary boomtown. Critics hail
artist, chef Virgilio
today’s Peruvian restaurants for
Martínez, at Central.
fusing traditional, local ingredients
with global cuisines, resulting in some of the freshest, most creative
field-to-fork combinations you’ve ever tasted. Lima-based chefs are
even venturing beyond their country’s borders to open restaurants
around the world.
While the cuisine is likely coming to a city near you, I went straight
to the source and spent two weeks sampling local delicacies, from
piranha soup to pisco sours, ceviche to chicha (a fermented, nonalcoholic beverage), exotic fruits to guinea pig. Who knew that alpaca
carpaccio with fresh lime juice would become a favorite?
If you plan to visit the City of Kings soon, try these top spots on
Lima’s dining scene.

dreamscapes
H ALF M OON , A R OCK R ESORT , J AMAICA
ID Exclusive! Guaranteed Upgrade + $150 Resort Credit

G RAND V ELAS R IVIERA N AYARIT , M EXICO
ID Exclusive! Guaranteed Double Upgrade to Ambassador Penthouse Suite Ocean View
OR One Bedroom Governor Suite Ocean View + 50% Golf Savings

4 Nights in a Superior Room from $837
4 Nights in a Deluxe Suite from $1,827

5 Nights in a Master/Parlor Suite Ocean View from $2,837

Valid for bookings through 12/13/13 and travel through 12/19/13

Valid for bookings and travel through 12/19/13

A MANYARA , T URKS & C AICOS
ID Exclusive! 5th Night Free, Daily Meals + Organic Pedicure

J ADE M OUNTAIN , S T . L UCIA
ID Exclusive! $250 Resort Credit + 4th Night Free

5 Nights in a Pavilion from $5,200
5 Nights in a Two Bedroom Pool Pavilion Suite or Villa from $16,800

4 Nights in a Sky Suite from $2,985
4 Nights in a Moon Suite from $4,950

Valid for bookings through 10/26/13 and travel through 10/31/13

Valid for bookings through 9/30/13 and travel 7/15 through 10/15/13

FOR RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

The Authority for Luxury Travel
Island Destinations includes Enhanced Post Departure Insurance with every booking
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Rates and amenities are based on double occupancy and subject to availability. Rates are subject to additional tax and service charges, except Grand Velas Riviera Nayarit and Jade Mountain.
Exclusive offers are valid on minimum nights listed above. Amanyara exclusive offer is valid for bookings and travel through 12/19/13. Restrictions and blackout dates apply. Not responsible for errors or omissions.
© 2013 Island Destinations. All rights reserved. ® Island Destinations, The Authority for Luxury Travel, are registered trademarks.

YEARS FROM
NOW, THEY'LL
STILL BE TALKING
ABOUT IT

Global Gourmet
neighborhood bustles with a well-heeled
crowd. His Lines of Scallops dish best illustrates the new Peruvian fusion, mixing
local scallops and tuna with sweet potato
and seaweed. Since opening Central in
2010, Martínez has been busy: He debuted
Lima in London last year and Senzo in
Cuzco, and designed the menu for OrientExpress’ Hiram Bingham train, which runs
between Machu Picchu and Cuzco.
Calle Santa Isabel 376, Miraflores; 51-1/2428515; www.centralrestaurante.com.pe.
EL MERcADO
A bright space with a great bar scene on
weekend evenings, El Mercado serves a

young, hip crowd along with buttoned-up
businesspeople. At this casual Miraflores
spot for classic Peruvian dishes, try aji de gallina (chicken in yellow chile sauce). With two
restaurants in Lima and two in Bogotá, Colombia, chef Rafael Osterling has gone beyond
the kitchen to launch a brand of design objects
called Dirty Dog, featuring everything from
quirky clothing to colorful lamps.
Avenue Hipólito Unanue 203, Miraflores; 511/221-1322; www.rafaelosterling.com.
MALABAR
One of the hottest restaurants in Lima, Malabar features chef Pedro Miguel Schiaffino’s gourmet take on Amazonian rain forest
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is filled with fun activities such as
environmental care, sand castle
building, beach soccer, dance
lessons, and a lot more!

clockwise from top left: Malabar’s beef cheeks with pajuro beans and pijuayo (a regional fruit), table
talk at El Mercado, and a plate of Astrid y Gastón’s stuffed peppers, potato, and octopus.

Contact your Virtuoso travel specialist
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tip
“At Huaringas Bar (Calle Bolognesi 472; 51-1/447-1133) in Miraflores,
the traditional pisco sour shares the
spotlight with innovative variations,
like the sorbet sours and the aguaymanto (goldenberry) sour.”
– Rosario Flórez
García-Rada, Limabased advisor

one of Peru’s most famous chefs, his empire
includes restaurants in Spain, Mexico, and
throughout South America. Lima’s Astrid y
Gastón serves high-end international cuisine highlighting local produce such as ulluco, one of Peru’s most widely grown root
crops. His other Lima restaurants include
Panchita for traditional Peruvian barbe-

cue; Tanta, a bistro-style restaurant with
multiple locations; and La Mar, a cevicheria, which Acurio has also brought to New
York and San Francisco. Rumor has it that
a Washington, D.C., location is in the works
this year.
Cantuarias 175, Miraflores; 51-1/242-5387;
www.astridygaston.com.

THE LINE ON LIMA

How to get there and where to stay between meals.
ingredients, as well as an extensive wine list.
So it’s only fitting that he teamed up with
Aqua Expeditions to create menus fusing local products with international influences
for the company’s luxe cruise ships, which
venture deep into the remote Amazon.
Camino Real 101, San Isidro; 51-1/440-5200;
www.malabar.com.pe.
ASTRID Y GASTóN
If you haven’t heard of Gastón Acurio before
you visit Lima, you will once you arrive. As

GETTING THERE LAN Peru,
part of the LATAM airline
group, flies daily nonstops
from New York, Miami, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco
to Lima, with connections to
all major Peruvian domestic
destinations. Avianca/TACA
airlines offer nonstop and
direct service to Peru from
multiple U.S. gateways.

STAY Overlooking the exclusive Lima Golf Club, the 83room, colonial-style Country
Club Lima Hotel in the San
Isidro neighborhood offers
three restaurants. Doubles
from $259, including breakfast daily and lunch or dinner
for two once during stay.

The 82-suite Miraflores

Park Hotel boasts Pacific
Ocean views and Toshiro
Konishi’s Peruvian-Japanese
cuisine at Mesa 18. Its prime
location in the tree-lined
Miraflores neighborhood
means the park and beach
are nearby. Doubles from
$290, including breakfast
daily and lunch or dinner for
two once during stay.
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Worldwide Jet Charters

TRAVEL IN
LUXURY AND STYLE.

If NON-BLEED, make it fit and centered in the LIGHT GRAY BOX.

• NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED
There are NO FOLIOS LUXURY JET CHARTER SERVICE
• TRUE GLOBAL SERVICEfor 1/2-page ad pages.As the only true global jet charter provider, Privé Jets has become the
preferred partner for elite travel agencies and savvy travelers around
• ACCESS TO OVER 6,000 JETS
the world. With customers in over 70% of the globe, Privé Jets has the
NEWEST
MODEL
JETS
AVAILABLE
•
experience and knowledge to handle all your private aviation needs.
• READY TO FLY IN JUST 4 HR. NOTICE
For reservations, please contact
• 24-HOUR ON-CALL SPECIALISTS
your Virtuoso travel advisor.
• CHOOSE FROM LIGHT JETS, MID-SIZE JETS,
SUPER MID-SIZE JETS, AND HEAVY JETS

Privé Jets does not own or operate aircraft and is a Private Jet Charter Brokerage Company.

Quick Escape

Bermudan
BUFFET

From luscious links to beaches worth
savoring, Bermuda’s flavors entice.
By LAURIE wERnER
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M

orning on the island of

Horseshoe Bay
Bermuda: The sun shimmers
Beach (left) and the
on clear turquoise water, powcapital of Hamilton.
dery pink beaches, and the angled white roofs of pastel-colored cottages. Sailboats skim by, their
paths crisscrossed by the occasional chugging ferry. The panorama
is so perfect, actually, that if the island weren’t historic (settled in
1609) and authentic, you would think the Disney people had a hand
in creating it. And that’s even before you encounter the Bermudans
with their perfectly pressed, trademark knee-length shorts and their
warmer, friendlier version of correct British manners.
As an overseas territory of the UK, Bermuda is more akin to Mother England than to the Caribbean resort islands farther south. Lying
just 570 miles off the North Carolina coast and less than a two-hour
flight from the East Coast’s major cities, it’s also practically linked
to the U.S. – a much easier beach commute, as New Yorkers will tell
you, than their summer bumper-to-bumper crawl to the Hamptons.
Because of this mid-Atlantic, rather than Caribbean, location,
Bermuda has definite seasons. Summer brings pure beach weather,
but the fall, spring, and even winter are temperate, making the island

explore…
it’s all included.

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Private Balconies and
No More Than 490 or 700 Guests

explore intriguing new ports in the world’s most longed for destinations with FRee unlimited shore

♦

2-for-1 Fares

♦

Additional Bonus savings
of up to $7,600 Per suite

♦

FREE Roundtrip air*

♦

FREE unlimited shore excursions

♦

FREE 1-night Pre-cruise
luxury Hotel Package

♦

FREE transfers Between
airport, Hotel and ship

♦

FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities

♦

FREE unlimited Beverages
including Fine Wines and
Premium spirits

♦

FREE Open Bars and lounges
Plus in-suite Mini-Bar
Replenished daily

excursions. enjoy as many excursions in a day and during your voyage as time and your penchant
for adventure allows. the possibilities for discovery are extraordinary. explore … it’s all included.

BRaZil & BeYOnd
RIO DE jANEIRO TO mIAmI | jANUARY 4, 2014
21 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Mariner®
2-for-1 Fares from $11,999 per person including $3,800 bonus Savings
FREE unliMited inteRnet access, $300 PeR suite sHiPBOaRd cRedit

& add a land PROGRaM FROM only $499† MentiOn PROMO cOde: wHYCHOOSE

tROPical discOVeRies
wESTERN CARIbbEAN — ROUNDTRIP mIAmI | FEbRUARY 3 & mARCH 12, 2014
10 NIGHTS | Seven Seas Navigator®
2-for-1 Fares from $4,799 per person including $1,500 bonus Savings

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Featured Voyages Include: Voyager club Host, Private cocktail Reception and exclusive shore event

Limited Time Offers. Why Choose offer of FREE Unlimited Internet Access, $300 Per Suite Shipboard Credit and $499 Land Program per person is for new bookings only made between May 1 through August 31, 2013 on Seven Seas Mariner® January 4, 2014 sailing when
promotional code: WHYCHOOSE is mentioned at time of booking. †Special $499 Land Program is per person and does not include excess baggage fees imposed by airlines and any such charges will be the responsibility of the guest. Bags must accompany the guest at all times
are not permitted to be stored at the hotel during the program duration. FREE 1-Night Pre-Cruise Luxury Hotel Package is not combinable with $499 Land Program. Land Program offer is not combinable with 3rd and/or 4th guests in a suite. Why Choose $300 Shipboard credit
is per suite, is not transferable and cannot be redeemed for cash. Why Choose Offers are capacity-controlled and can be withdrawn at anytime without notice. At the time of your purchase, fares may be higher. For current fares and promotional offers, please contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor. Fares listed are in U.S. dollars, based on double occupancy. All fares listed are per person and bonus savings listed are per suite. All fares and offers are for new bookings only, are capacity controlled and subject to availability, may not be combined with
other offers and may be withdrawn at any time without prior notice. 2-for-1 Fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; fares may not include Personal Charges, Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and Conditions of the Guest Ticket Contract.
*Air Inclusive Program applies to economy, roundtrip flights only from select U.S. & Canadian gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, DFW, DEN, EWR, FLL, IAD, IAH, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO, MIA, MSP, ORD, PBI, PHL, PHX, SAN, SEA, SFO, TPA, YUL, YVR, and YYZ. Advertised fare includes all
air surcharges, airline fees and government taxes. Some airline-imposed personal charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding, and special seating, may apply. For details visit exploreflightfees.com. Air routing, scheduling and air carrier are at the discretion
of Regent Seven Seas Cruises®. Business Class Air applies to international flights from the select U.S. & Canadian gateways mentioned above and may not apply to U.S. domestic or intra-continental flights within North America, Europe, South America, Asia or Africa. Flights
beginning or ending in HNL require a supplement. Air Inclusive Program and Air Upgrade Offers are not combinable with 3rd and/or 4th guests in a suite. FREE 1-Night Pre-Cruise Luxury Hotel Package applies for guests 1 and 2 only. FREE Unlimited Shore Excursion reservations
are accepted on a first-come, first-served basis and number of shore excursions are subject to availability. Restrictions apply and cancellations received 36 hours prior to shore excursion start date may incur penalties. Regent Seven Seas Cruises® reserves the right to correct
errors or omissions and to change any and all fares or promotional offers at any time. Complete terms and conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas ©2013 Regent Seven Seas Cruises®

Quick Escape
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Four Seasons Resort Punta Mita
proudly awarded by

Virtuoso* Travel Advisors for
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a haven for active sports like tennis and golf.
That’s how I first discovered it, as a teenager
on vacation with my golfer father. My nongolfer, shopper mother was more drawn to
the English bone china in the stores of Hamilton, the capital city. I’ve gone back on my
own over the years for those beaches, that
water, and the sheer ease of getting and being there. Whether your tastes run to time
on the links, at the beach, in the shops, or
topside on a sailing adventure, Bermuda is
a smorgasbord of close-at-hand diversions.
Here’s what’s on the menu.

courses and has hosted several PGA events.
It’s a private club, but Rosewood guests have
playing privileges. The resort’s shuttle stops
there for tee times on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday.
In an incredibly picturesque setting bordering the ocean, Port Royal Golf Course,
a public course in Southampton, is the island’s longest. It’s also the home of the PGA
Grand Slam of Golf, held this year from October 14 through 16.
BEACHES

GOLF

Get Your Greens
With nine courses in just 21 square miles,
Bermuda is to golfers what truffles are to
gourmets. As you sample the offerings,
don’t miss these three top-rated greens.

The par-70 Tucker’s Point Golf Course,
attached to Rosewood Tucker’s Point resort, dates to 1932. Redesigned in 2002, it’s
a challenging architectural wonder of undulating fairways with diverting ocean views.
Also in Tucker’s Town, the Mid Ocean Club
routinely ranks among the world’s top 100

Surf and Turf
Visitors are always surprised to find that
Bermuda’s beaches really are pink, the result of ground coral mixing with the fine
sand. Venture underwater to be dazzled
even more, by fish, coral, and 300 shipwreck
sites, reminders that the waters surrounding this serene-looking island are part of the
famously turbulent Bermuda Triangle.

The Mandarin Oriental, Elbow Beach resort fronts one of the island’s best beaches,
a half-mile-long stretch of the same name.
Protective reefs surround it, providing
gentle currents for swimming. There’s also

for children under 14 years
There are NO FOLIOS

and
free meals for them
for 1/2-page ad pages.

C O N TA C T Y O U R
V I R T U O S O T R AV E L A D V I S O R
TO RESERVE YOUR
H O T E L T O D AY !
Black-out dates apply.
dates apply. organization
a by-invitation-only
*Virtuoso® isBlack-out
a by-invitation-only
organization
*Virtuoso® isover
comprising
340 agencies with
more than
comprising
330
agencies with
than
7,200 eliteover
travel
specialists
in 20more
countries
7200
eliteand
travel
specialists
in 20
countries
in
in North
South
America,
the
Caribbean,
North andAustralia,
South America,
Australia
and Europe.
and New
Zealand.

Worth checking your clubs:
Tucker’s Point Golf Course.
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from the children’s menu.

tips
“Take the ferry: It’s the preferred mode
of transportation and a great way to see
Bermuda from the water.
The oldest Anglican church in the Western
Hemisphere is Saint Peter’s Church.
Masterworks Museum’s collection of Bermudan art is worth a visit to the Botanical
Gardens; there’s also a lovely restaurant.
The National Museum of Bermuda and
Commissioner’s House is fabulous, full
of history, and in a beautiful location in the
Royal Naval Dockyard on the west end.
My favorite restaurant is La Trattoria:
It has excellent Italian food, the best
wood-oven pizzas, and few tourists.
The Lobster Pot serves great seafood
and the best steak on the island.
The upscale Fourways Inn offers the
island’s best Sunday brunch.”
Bermudan pursuits outside
(left, a Sail Bermuda charter) and
in (the Masterworks Museum).

– Carl Paiva, travel advisor,
Hamilton, Bermuda
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Get an Insider’s View
of Latin America
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particularly rich underwater scenery for
snorkeling, including a shipwreck you can
swim to from shore.
Farther west along Bermuda’s south shore,
The Fairmont Southampton’s private
beach is a five-minute trolley ride from
the hilltop hotel. Next door lie the island’s
most famous sands, the crescent-shaped
Horseshoe Bay. Also on the south shore:
the smaller, equally scenic, but more private
Jobson’s Cove and Warwick Long Bay.
In Bermuda’s westernmost parish, Sandys
(pronounced “Sands”), guests check into
Cambridge Beaches Resort & Spa, the island’s original cottage colony, for privacy;
four secluded strands include the half-milelong Long Bay Beach.
SHOPPING

Stores Galore
Because of its British heritage, products
from the UK – Wedgwood bone china,
British tweeds, Waterford crystal, and, of
course, those Bermuda shorts – have long
been big sellers in Bermuda. But in recent
years, different types of items, some very
fashion-forward, have joined the mix. A

quick stroll in downtown Hamilton reveals
cutting-edge designer soles at Perry Footwear (2 Reid Street); a block over, Cecile
sells haute European designer fashion (15
Front Street). Complete your outfit at Lusso with luxe accessories and handbags (51
Front Street).
Looking for something sturdier? Consider
a centuries-old Bermuda cedar sideboard
from Auction De Mitra (The Stables, 91
Reid Street), or a box of Cuban cigars –
though still forbidden in the U.S., the best
are at Cuarenta Bucaneros Limited,
which is licensed by the Cuban government
(25 Church Street). If your taste runs to local
foods such as sherry peppers and black rum
cake, long-established department store
A.S. Cooper & Sons offers a bevvy of traditional Bermudan products (29 Reid Street).
The best part? Prices may be lower than in
Europe or the U.S. – and there’s no sales tax.
SAILING

All Hands on Deck
Sailors still flock to the island as they have
for four centuries, notably to attend the
famed Newport Bermuda Race, held in June
in even-numbered years (from Marion,

Blue Parallel is a bespoke
travel boutique whose mission
There
are NO
FOLIOS
is to take
discerning
travelers
for
1/2-page
ad
who are time-constrainedpages.
to
the most spectacular natural
and cultural wonders of Latin
America. We create private,
custom-made journeys designed
around the themes of World
Heritage destinations, daily
breathtaking outdoor adventures,
gourmet regional cuisine, exclusive
lodging (including extraordinary and
fully-serviced private properties), and
unprecedented insider access.

Book a Blue Parallel custom, private
journey of 4 days or more with your
Virtuoso travel advisor, and enjoy a
complimentary one-hour massage and
a bottle of Champagne upon arrival.

*Offer provides one bottle of champagne per adult room reserved
and one complimentary massage (per adult booked on the trip)
for any Blue Parallel destination booked by September 1, 2013.
Please mention code K100 at time of booking. Not valid for
existing bookings or with any other offers.

Sole searching at
Perry Footwear.
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Massachusetts, to Bermuda in odd-numbered ones). Cambridge Beaches has a private marina and sailboats for guest rental.
Not a yachtsman? The island makes it easy to

get in on tradition. The crew of Oyster Point
Yacht Charters’ Bright Star II will take you
for a day or overnight voyage on the 55-foot
sailboat. Charter Sail Bermuda’s 51-foot

ketch Shekynah for an afternoon of sailing
and snorkeling. Or board Bermuda Charters’ AJ’s Wings, a 45-foot sloop, for a romantic sunset dinner cruise.

BERMUDA BASICS

Take your pick from several Virtuoso properties on the island.
GETTING THERE Delta Air
Lines, American Airlines, and
US Airways offer daily flights to
Bermuda from their hubs along
the U.S. eastern coast and connecting flights from every major
city in North America.
STAY Cambridge Beaches
Resort & Spa cossets guests in
94 rooms filled with traditional floral
fabrics on 30 acres on a private
peninsula. In fact, privacy reigns
here, from the cottages with plunge
pools to four secluded beaches and

the resort’s own marina. Doubles
from $653, including breakfast daily
and a $100 resort credit.
The 98-room Mandarin Oriental, Elbow Beach, with 50 acres
of gardens fronting pristine pink
sands, reopened in March after a
months-long spruce-up. Doubles
from $710, including breakfast
daily and a $100 spa credit.
Just steps from the capital’s
downtown shops and restaurants,
the pink Fairmont Hamilton

Princess hews to tradition, with
410 rooms done up in classic
British style. Opened in 1885
and named for Queen Victoria’s
daughter, Bermuda’s grande dame
serves the island’s best afternoon
tea. Doubles from $319, including
breakfast daily and a $100 foodand-beverage credit.
Set on 100 acres overlooking the
southern shore, the sprawling 593room Fairmont Southampton
offers the island’s largest spa, a
golf course, tennis courts, a dive

center, eight restaurants, and a
beach club. Doubles from $405,
including breakfast daily and a
$100 food-and-beverage credit.
With just 88 rooms, intimate
Rosewood Tucker’s Point is
decorated in clubby English style.
Tucked in a tony Hamilton Parish
neighborhood, the resort claims
Bermuda’s largest private beach.
Doubles from $825, including
breakfast daily and a round of golf,
including cart and greens fees, at
Tucker’s Point Golf Course.

We don’t tell stories better,
We tell better stories.
tM
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Contact your Virtuoso Travel Specialist for more information
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Committed to becoming fully sustainable in our
product by 2016. Find out more #40ways
africa | south & central america | asia & the orient | south pacific | middle east

travel+leisure
A-list

national Geographic
50 trips of a lifetime

2009, 2010, 2011, 2012

2007, 2009, 2011, 2012

In My Bag

A

s chairman and interim ceO
of children’s aid Foundation,
toronto-based Joe canavan spends
his time helping young people
across canada who have suffered abuse and
neglect heal and build self-esteem. during his
downtime, he wants his own grade-school-age
children to see as much of the world as possible, from the Galápagos islands and machu
Picchu to india and his favorite destination,
new Zealand (“because of the warm, hospitable people; stunningly gorgeous geography;
vineyards; and amazing food”). his travel style
is no-fuss – and with 40 to 50 trips a year, it
has to be. he carries on as often as possible
and uses his time in the air to work. Virtuoso
travel advisor Linda montemarano makes sure canavan’s
trips include his priorities:
great food and wine – and
great adventures.

I don’t leAve
home wIthout:

1.

My Tumi Alpha Continental. It’s a functional
carry-on, and it’s expandable – which is great for
Paris or London so I can fill it up with gifts for my wife.

5

My Travel
essenTIals
Joe Canavan packs for carry-on ease and
productivity at 35,000 feet. PORTRAIT BY ANYA CHIBIS
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2. Bose noise-canceling headphones.
3. A standard dark suit from Prada, multiple vibrant shirts, and slip-on Prada shoes,
which are convenient for security and work
as both formal or casual wear.

4. My gym clothes, especially Nike Frees,

which don’t take up too much luggage room.

5. Redoxon tablets – a
5

super-dose of vitamins B and
C – to take on the plane.

e voyages

qu
my magnifi

Travel Through the Sofitel Collection.
Chicago, Hanoi, Cartagena, Fez, Vienna, Aswan, Amsterdam and Montevideo... Contact your virtuoso
travel advisor and discover more.

E n r i c h i n g D E s t i n at i o n s
inspirED cuisinE
pa s s i o n at E s E r v i c E

yo u r wo r l d

Your

way ®

experience incomparable value onboard elegant mid-size ships.
10-day european voyages start at just $2,549 per guest.
contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to discuss the best voyage for you.

africa

alaska

asia

australia

caribbean

europe

south america

south pacific

On our new Culinary Discovery Tours™, you will not only shop local markets
with a master chef, but also taste the true flavors of a region in local homes and
restaurants, learn techniques in local cooking classes and even prepare the recipes
yourself in our Bon Appétit Culinary Center.
SamplE oF CulINary dISCoVEry TourS
SaNTorINI, GrEECE
Traditional Greek Cooking & Wine Tasting
Sample the wines of Santorini, dine on signature dishes made during a cooking demonstration at the island’s most
renowned restaurants, and explore lovely Fira. After your tour, you’ll rejoin your group in the Bon Appétit Culinary
Center for a private class where you will cook, hands-on, several of the dishes seen in the culinary demonstration.
Riviera | october 25, 2013 | path of the byzantines | 12-day Venice to istanbul

HElSINKI, FINlaNd
Visit to Food Market & Finnish Cooking Class
Tour Helsinki’s unique and historic local markets where you will find cured moose meats, reindeer sausage,
cured fish and the savory Lapland cheeses. Take part in a hands-on cooking class by a Finnish master chef
at the acclaimed Helsinki Culinary Institute. Back onboard, learn techniques for preparing cured salmon
and other Finnish delicacies and partake in a tasting of Finlandia vodka.
Marina | september 13, 2013 | nordic explorer | 14-day stockholm to london

VENICE, ITaly
Market Tour, Cooking & Chocolate Demos
Take a cruise along the canals of Venice to the famed Rialto Market. Browse through stalls filled with gardenfresh vegetables, fruits and seafood and enjoy a meal prepared by a local chef. For dessert, sample Venetian
chocolate by a master chocolatier. After your tour, you’ll rejoin your group in Culinary Center to learn
to make regional dishes using ingredients collected at the market.
Marina | october 29, 2013 | glorious shores | 12-day Venice to barcelona

2 for 1 cruise fares plus free airfare*
bonus saVings up to $5,000 per stateroom* | 50% off Deposits on 2013 Voyages*
plus limiteD time offer:

$500 shipboarD creDit* | free pre-paiD gratuities*
free unlimiteD internet package* | business class air upgraDe from $799*
*Offers expire August 31, 2013. 50% Off Deposits on 2013 voyages (unless sail date is within 90 days, in which case payment is due in full), Free Pre-Paid Gratuities, Free Unlimited Internet Package and $500 Shipboard Credit are per stateroom, capacity controlled, for new bookings only and available on select sailings
and may be withdrawn at any time. Shipboard Credits are not available for use in the casino and not redeemable for cash. Business Class Air Upgrade is capacity controlled and available on select sailings, is priced per guest each way, applies where available to international flights and may not apply to U.S. domestic
or intra-continental flights. All advertised fares, other offers and applicable shipboard credits, upgrades or special amenities shown are per person based on double occupancy unless otherwise indicated, are subject to availability at time of booking, may not be combinable with other offers or loyalty program benefits,
are capacity controlled and may be withdrawn without prior notice or remain in effect after the expiration date. All fares listed are in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and include Non-Commissionable Fares. Cruise-related government fees and taxes are included. “Fares From” pricing is based on
Category G for Nautica’s November 4, 2013 voyage from Barcelona to Barcelona. Single rates and rates for 3rd and 4th guests are available upon request; call for details. Cruise Ship Fuel Surcharge may apply for new bookings and, if applicable, is additional revenue to Oceania Cruises. 2 for 1, Early Booking Savings
and Special Offer fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares. Full Brochure Fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all cabin categories, may not have been in effect during the last 90 days and do not include Personal Charges and Optional Facilities and Services Fees as defined in the Terms and Conditions
of the Guest Ticket Contract, which may be viewed at OceaniaCruises.com. Full Brochure Fares are cruise only. “Free Airfare” promotion does not include ground transfers and applies to economy, round-trip flights only from the following Oceania Cruises Primary Air Gateways: ATL, BOS, CLT, DCA, DEN, DFW, EWR, HNL,
IAH, IAD, JFK, LAX, MCO, MIA, ORD, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, YOW, YUL, YVR, YYZ. Airfare is available from all other U.S. & Canadian gateways at an additional charge. Any advertised fares that include the “Free Airfare” promotion include airline fees, surcharges and all government taxes. Some airlineimposed personal charges, including but not limited to baggage, priority boarding and special seating, may apply. For details visit exploreflightfees.com. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time. Suite and stateroom measurements
are approximate, and those in same category may vary in size. They may also have different furniture placement than as depicted in the photographs. Additional terms and conditions may apply. Complete Terms and Conditions may be found in the Guest Ticket Contract. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands.JUL1350

DREAM
Johanna huber/eSToCK PhoTo

The 7 Th AnnuAl TrAvel DreAms survey

Adventure awaits: Australia’s Kings
Canyon in Watarrka National Park.
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Travel
Dreams

2013

The resulTs are in: Nearly

8,000 of you took our online survey
to determine your travel personality
and tell us which destinations and
travel experiences top your wish list.
Read on for the survey results and a
closer look at who wants to go where.

ON

Your dream
destinations:

1. AustrAliA
2. itAlY
3. New ZeAlANd
4. irelANd
5. FrANce
6. south AFricA
7. the cAribbeAN
8. Greece
9. eNGlANd
10. FreNch PolYNesiA

Top-ranked for three
years running.

Turn to page 106
for two dream
itineraries.

respondents
bY region
How travelers outside
the U.S. ranked their
dream destinations.

First top-ten
appearance

Latin america and
the caribbean

austraLia and
new ZeaLand

canada

1. Italy
2. South Africa
3. French Polynesia
4. India
5. Thailand

1. Italy
2. Antarctica
3. France
4. England
5. Myanmar

1. Australia
2. South Africa
3. Italy
4. Scotland
5. India

Where You Want
to make dinner
reservations:

1. Greek Islands

1. Paris

2. Hawaiian Islands

2. Rome

3. Fiji

3. Florence

4. The Caribbean

4. New York City

5. Galápagos Islands
6. New Zealand
7. French Polynesia
8. Bali

5. New Orleans

Top spot:
U.S. Virgin Islands.

6. San Francisco
7. Barcelona

A beach practically in your own backyard: Saint John, U.S. Virgin Islands.

8. Las Vegas

9. The Seychelles

9. London

10. Capri

10. Buenos Aires
Appetizer: Our photo
essay on page 86.

Rolling on the Rhine River.

Italy and France tie

Where You
Want to set sail:
1. European river/canal
2. The Mediterranean
Still a
hot trend.

3. Alaska
4. Australia/New Zealand
5. World cruise
6. French wine country
7. Northern Europe
8. Hawaiian Islands
9. The Caribbean
10. South Pacific
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Runaway
favorite.

(BEACH) WASmAC/ESTOCk PHOTO, (ROmE, CASTLE, AND ZEBRA) SImE/ESTOCk PHOTO

Your fantasY
islands:

Northern Ireland’s
Dunluce Castle.

Where you WanT
To go When iT’s
a Trip For TWo:

The ciTies ThaT
exciTe you:
1. Paris
2. Rome

2013

1. Mediterranean cruise
Find style inspiration
on page 48.

2. Paris in April

3. London

3. Caribbean resort stay

4. Sydney

4. Roman holiday

5. Barcelona

5. California wine country

6. Rio de Janeiro

6. London city stay

7. Prague

7. New York for shopping, dining, and shows

8. New York

8. San Francisco in style

9. Amsterdam
10. Honolulu

Travel
Dreams

Roman holiday
at Trevi Fountain.

9. Mountain retreat
10. French wine-country cruise

for the most top-ten rankings of any country throughout the survey.

FavoriTe
Family vacaTions:

We’re seeing a pattern:
Safaris top your list
year after year.

1. African safari
2. Alaskan cruise
3. Ireland’s castles and countryside
4. Galápagos Islands
5. U.S. national parks
6. Kid-friendly cruise
7. Royal tour of London
8. Australian Outback
9. Machu Picchu
10. Theme park, VIP-style
J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 1 3
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Travel
Dreams

TOP TRIPS OF A lIFeTIme:
1. World cruise

2013

Read an interview
with a favorite safari
specialist on page 130.

2. Renting a European villa
3. Photographing the “big five” on an African safari
4. Renting a private island in the Caribbean
5. Calling on all seven continents
6. Galápagos Islands expedition
7. Staying in Europe’s top hotel suites
8. Antarctic cruise
9. Cruising Alaska’s Inside Passage
10. Chartering a private jet

Living la dolce vita: Hide away in
one of Hosted Villas’ Tuscan homes.
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Find one to consider
on page 44.

tastic locations

tastic spas

tastic suites

tastic restaurants

The world’s most luxurious hotel group in the world’s most exciting destinations.
For reservations, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Pick your travel
Personality

The Trendsetter
17%
The Connoisseur
23%

Are you the go-go-go type or someone who
yearns to unplug and just be still? Do you rely
on tried-and-true favorites or venture out and
explore the new? Perhaps you prefer the finer
things (and who doesn’t?). Truth be told, a little bit
of each personality type probably pops up in us all,
but one likely reigns – and influences where,
when, why, and how we want to travel. You know
who you are – and when your advisor does, too,
it makes all the difference in your journeys.

Travel Personality

the relaxationist

The Relaxationist
17%
The Go-Getter
23%
The Classic Traveler
20%

Survey respondents
chose their travel personalities; here’s how they
stacked up in the U.S.

On vacation you’re ready to ease into a lounge chair in high style. Travel for you
is about getting away from it all to relax, restore, and rejuvenate.

Survey SayS:
Nearly a third of Relaxationists are under 50.
It’s the least likely personality for travelers from Latin
America and Australia/New Zealand (17 percent for the
U.S.; six and nine percent for Latin America and Australia/
New Zealand, respectively).
Most appealing type of trips: sun-and-sand destinations.
38 percent of Relaxationists chose “spa retreats” as an
appealing vacation compared with just ten percent of
Go-Getters. It’s also the most likely personality to prefer
independent travel with no guides.
Dream destinations: Italy, Australia, the Caribbean.
It’s the only travel personality to rank Costa Rica as a topten dream destination.
Trips of a lifetime: renting a private island in the
Caribbean, a world cruise, and sailing the Mediterranean
on a private yacht.
Romantic getaway: the Caribbean.
Prefers Hawaii for family vacations as well as for an
island escape.

 your next big triP:

Soak it in:
Manoa Falls on Oahu.
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Do we have a private island for
you: Cayo Espanto in Belize offers
just seven villas for a lucky few.
The one to rent: Casa Ventanas,
a 1,000-square-foot overwater
bungalow with floor views of
sea life below. Six other villas
have private pools, and all come
with a personal chef and butler.
Do nothing at all, hit the spa, or,
if you’re feeling ambitious, you

can kayak, sail, snorkel (Belize is
home to the world’s second-largest
barrier reef), fish, explore Mayan
ruins, venture into the jungle – or,
on second thought, do nothing at
all. Doubles from $1,495, including
meals, all beverages except wine,
a $100 spa credit and a bottle of
Champagne. Casa Ventanas from
$1,595; whole island rental (up to
18 people) from $13,500 per night.

travel Personality

The Go-GeTTer

You want to see it all, and your active and adventurous itineraries are packed
from morning until night to make sure you check off the requisite sights,
sites, and experiences.
Travel
Dreams

survey sAys:

2013

Prefers adventure and nature travel.

And the winner is …

Most likely to work full- or part-time.

Bill emerson,
Madison, Alabama

Dream destinations: australia, italy, new Zealand.
The only personality to rank riding the Trans-siberian
railway a top-ten trip of a lifetime. Other contenders: a world
cruise, an African safari, and calling on all seven continents.
Family-vacation wish list: african safari, ireland’s castles
and countryside, and u.s. national parks.

 Your nexT biG Trip:

(WATERFALL) BRAndon TABioLo/CoRBiS, (ELEPHAnT) JoE MCdonALd/CoRBiS

Wow the kids with Swain’s Tours’
family-friendly South African
safari. The nine-day itinerary starts
with three nights in Cape Town, including a cruise along Millionaire’s
Paradise on the peninsula, a cablecar ride up Table Mountain, and a
tour of historic Stellenbosch in the
Cape Winelands region. From there
you’ll head to the Eastern Cape to

spend three nights at Shamwari
Game Reserve, home to Africa’s
“big five” (elephant, lion, leopard,
buffalo, and rhino) – get your
camera ready. Wrap up the trip with
family activities galore in Sun City,
a bustling resort complex. Multiple
departures through October 31;
doubles from $4,270; children
under 12 from $1,370.

A Go-Getter personality, Emerson won this year’s
Travel dreams grand prize, a ten-day Baltic cruise for two
aboard Crystal Cruises. The best part of working with his
advisor, Gail Rodenhauser? “She knows the ropes and can
handle the details so i don’t have to worry.”
Travel moTTo: “Getting there can be half the adventure.”
FavoriTe desTinaTion To reTurn To again and
again: london. “There’s so much to do and it’s a great

hub for traveling to other places.”
Carry on or CheCk: Check. “While I travel light –
one small suitcase – I want to have space when I travel,
and my carry-on contains just reading material and the
bare essentials.”
aisle or window: “Window, so I can see things.
This works well since my wife prefers the aisle.”
dream desTinaTions: india (“So much of the world’s
population lives on the subcontinent that the diversity of
sights has to be great”), madagascar, and new Zealand.
BesT Trip ever: “It’s a tie between south africa and
the galápagos islands because of the wildlife at both.”
nexT Trip: “The Crystal Cruises sailing we just won.”

your wish, granted:
photographing (one of) the
“big five” on an african safari.
J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 1 3
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Travel Personality

The TrendseTTer

It’s all about what’s new and what’s next. An early adopter of emerging destinations,
maiden voyages, and new itineraries, you’d rather not return to the same place.
Instead, you’re a collector of experiences – the more passport stamps, the better.

The countdown’s begun: Commercial
spaceflight is sooo close.

Survey SayS:
Most likely to have a passport (97 percent).
Most likely to list “blasting into suborbital space”
as a trip of a lifetime.

Read the latest Virgin Galactic news on
page 27 and an interview with a future
astronaut on page 52.

Favored island escape: Fiji.
Dream destinations: Australia, South Africa, Italy.
It’s the only travel personality to rank Cuba as a top-ten
dream destination.
Other trips of a lifetime: world cruise, safari, and calling
on all seven continents.
Preferred type of travel: ocean cruising.
Most likely to take ten or more trips this year.
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 Your nexT big Trip:
Virgin Galactic has a space suit
with your name on it, and flights
on the six-passenger SpaceShip
Two should begin launching from
Spaceport America in New Mexico
within a year. Secure your seat
on the world’s first commercial

spaceliner – and a place in history
– joining Richard Branson and 600plus ticketed astronauts. Virtuoso’s
accredited space agents are the
exclusive travel advisors for Virgin
Galactic in North America. Virgin
Galactic flights from $250,000.

Travel Personality

The ClassiC Traveler

You’re loyal to the places you love, returning time and again to
favorite destinations, hotels, and cruise ships. You want to be
delighted but not surprised when you travel.
Picture yourself in Italy.

Survey SayS:

Travel
Dreams

2013

It’s the most popular personality for Australian travelers.
Most likely to be married, mature, and retired.
Dream destinations: Italy, Australia, Ireland.
Trips of a lifetime: world cruise, touring Italy’s Amalfi
Coast, and riding the Orient-Express.
Preferred cruise itineraries: European river,
Mediterranean, and Alaska.
Ocean cruising is the most appealing type of travel
by a wide margin (61 percent).
Favorite island: Hawaii.

 Your nexT big Trip:
Insignia on a grand exploration of
90 ports from Aruba to Zanzibar.
Departure: January 10, 2015;
early-booking fares from $39,999
per person, based on double
occupancy (available from July 17
through September 17), including such perks as first-class air,
gratuities, and more.

(COUPLE) RUbbERbaLL PhOtOgRaPhy/VEER

How does around the world in 180
days sound? Oceania Cruises
has just announced its first-ever
extended cruise, with an ambitious
itinerary calling on five continents
(all but Europe and Antarctica), 44
countries, and 47 UNESCO World
Heritage Sites. Sail round-trip from
Miami aboard the 684-passenger

Sail ten seas and three oceans on
Oceania Insignia’s world cruise.
J U Ly | aU g U St 2 0 1 3
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Travel Personality

The Connoisseur

You like the best of the best, and when you travel, you indulge the interests
you’re passionate about, whether it’s food and wine, art and architecture, or
history and culture.
Travel
Dreams

Survey SayS:

2013

It’s the most popular travel personality for Latin Americans.
Most likely personality to prefer privately guided tours.

Trips of a lifetime: world cruise, renting a European villa,
and dining your way through Paris’ starred restaurants.
Most appealing type of travel: food and wine.
Favorite gourmet getaways: Paris, Rome, Florence.
Romantic holiday: French wine-country cruise.

Connoisseurs love all things French:
The wine country of Bordeaux and (right)
three-star scallops at Paris’ Benoit bistro.
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 Your nexT big Trip:
Sample the best of France’s Côted’Or region on a six-night cruise
aboard French Country Waterways’ 12-passenger Adrienne.
Every day you’ll visit quaint towns,
walk their cobblestone streets,
and taste local wines along the
way. Perhaps the real highlight

is mealtime on the ship, with
four-course candlelit dinners and
menus created with provisions from
area bakers, farmers, and butchers.
Throughout the trip you’ll try dozens
of wines – French, of course. Multiple departures through October
27; from $5,295.

(WINERY) SIME/ESTOCK PHOTO, (SCALLOPS) HEMIS/ALAMY

Dream destinations: Italy, Australia, New Zealand.

Explore the world with
Holland America Line.

18-Day Circle Hawaii
ms Veendam

12/03/2013
Roundtrip San Diego

Oceanview from

$1,999*

Amenity – $25 shipboard credit per person;
Pinnacle Grill dinner

SOOT H I NG
meet SOU L - S T I R R I NG

21-Day South America and
Antarctica Holiday
ms Zaandam

12/18/2013
Rio de Janeiro to
Valparaiso (Santiago)

Oceanview from

$3,799*

Amenity – $50 shipboard credit per person;
Pinnacle Grill dinner

16-Day Far East
Discovery Holiday
ms Volendam

12/21/2013
Hong Kong to Singapore

Oceanview from

$2,499*

Amenity – $50 shipboard credit per person;
Pinnacle Grill dinner

14-Day Pacific Treasures Holiday
ms Oosterdam

12/22/2013
Roundtrip Sydney

Oceanview from

$2,599*

Amenity – $50 shipboard credit per person

For reservations, please call
your Virtuoso travel advisor

*Fuel supplement has been suspended. Holland America Line reserves the right to re-instate the fuel supplement for all guests at up to $9 per person per day should the price of light sweet crude oil according to
the NYMEX (New York Mercantile Exchange Index) increase above $70 per barrel. Please consult our website for current information. Fares are based on Promo RH. Featured fares are per person based on double
occupancy, cruise only. Fares are in U.S. dollars and include non-commissionable fares. Taxes are additional and vary according to itinerary. Subject to availability. Offers are capacity controlled, and may be modified
or withdrawn without prior notice. Restrictions may apply. Please refer to the appropriate Holland America brochure for full terms and conditions. Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.

BUenOS aiReS

at ts best
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At Palacio Duhau-Park Hyatt, it takes
two to tango, but only one to strike a
pose (opposite, in Tramando dress).

After exploring this South American city’s culinary, shopping, and cultural scenes,
photographer Kevin J. MiyazaKi is already planning his return itinerary.
J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 1 3
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recently spent a week

in Buenos Aires on assignment
for Virtuoso Life, to capture
the spirit of the city and shoot
this issue’s cover photo. This
was my first trip to South
America, and I was surprised
by how European the city felt. I
encountered neither pastures
nor vineyards, but the Argentine landscapes that produce
an abundance of grass-fed beef
and soft, dark malbecs seemed
ever present (surely contributing factors to the city’s top-ten
ranking as a gourmet destination in this year’s Travel
Dreams Survey).
Beef is the star at Cabaña Las
Lilas restaurant in the gentrified Puerto Madero district,
where I dined facing the vibrant
waterfront. Ships once unloaded
cargo here, and towering cranes
punctuate the landscape as a reminder. As beautiful industrial
sculpture, they rival the nearby
Santiago Calatrava-designed
pedestrian bridge.
Sophisticated shopping surrounded my base at the Palacio
Duhau-Park Hyatt hotel in the
Recoleta district. While I’m
neither a polo player nor a gaucho, I still eyed the gorgeous
leather goods at Arandú. And
had she been along, my partner
would have gushed over the
designer handbags and dresses
at Humawaca and Tramando.
In the lively San Telmo
neighborhood, Argentine
wines line the walls of Vinotango. I inquired about a
hard-to-find malbec for my
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brother, who owns a wine shop
in the States. Fifteen minutes of
enlightenment and a few layers
of bubble wrap later, I was set.
The Sunday San Telmo Flea
Market buzzes with antiques
hunters passing through the
stalls and flowing through
neighboring streets. Locals
sip maté from calabash gourds
while vendors sell homemade
empanadas and café con leche
from carts lined with retro
Thermos containers. I searched
for vintage postcards, but ended
up instead with an industrial
sign from a too-cool shop called
Mid Century.
La Recoleta Cemetery was
quiet an hour before closing,
as the sun began to set. The
enormous maze of elaborate
mausoleums is the resting place
for former presidents and dignitaries, including Eva Perón.
Equally fascinating but far
more boisterous is the Rojo
Tango show at the stylish Faena
Hotel. What beef and wine are
to the Argentine stomach, tango
is to its heart.
As the time to leave drew
near, I began to assemble my
list for a return trip. Someday I’ll visit those Argentine
pastures and vineyards, but
I know there’s still more to
discover in Buenos Aires. I’d
love to see a match during polo
season, and to visit MALBA, the
Latin American Art Museum
of Buenos Aires. And if the trip
includes my partner, we’ll add
that stop at Humawaca and who
knows, maybe a tango lesson?

Locals sip
maté from
calabash
gourds while
vendors sell
homemade
empanadas and
café con leche
from carts lined
with retro
Thermos
containers.

Postcards from a City. CloCkwise from top left: Café culture in the Boca

neighborhood, steak – what else? – at Cabaña las lilas, porteños’ must-have menu items,
a maté break, and wandering recoleta Cemetery.

Feast for the Senses.

CloCkwise from top left:
A dog walker and his charges, empanadas for
the asking, lunch at la Cabrera, preparing for
the dinner crowd at sucre, a hard day’s work
at las Nazarenas restaurant, a candid outtake at palacio Duhau-park Hyatt
(dress: Benito fernandez, necklace:
Celedonio), vintage finds at mid Century,
and faena Hotel’s rojo tango show.
opposite pAGe:
An antique photograph of eva perón,
a san telmo market find.
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tip
“Eva Perón fans should go to
Museo Evita in the Palermo district
and of course her tomb in La Recoleta
Cemetery (from the entrance, head
to the far left and follow the crowd).
There’s also a free Casa Rosada tour
that visits the balcony where she gave
her famous speech.”
– Sergio Durante,
Buenos Aires-based
travel advisor
J U LY | AU G U ST 2 0 1 3
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France
Distinctive & personalized vacations.

BuENOS AIRES BASIcS

The Fair Winds city has a hotel for every taste.
GETTING THERE LAN Argentina, part of
the LATAM airlines group, operates nonstop
daily flights from Miami to Buenos Aires, as
well as an extensive network of domestic
flights within Argentina. Delta Air Lines and
American Airlines also fly daily to Buenos
Aires from numerous U.S. cities.
STAY Gloriously grand, the historic Alvear
Palace Hotel is the place to stay for those
who seek traditional luxury. Butlers tend to
guests in its 191 rooms, which are decorated in
a classic style. Doubles from $480, including

breakfast daily and high tea for two once
during stay.
Faena Hotel Buenos Aires is a world away
from the Alvear, in both location (Alvear and
Virtuoso’s other hotels are in the posh Recoleta
district; the Faena is in hip Puerto Madero) and
style. With its dramatic decor, a hopping pool
scene, and the sultriest tango show in town, the
105-room Faena is a sexy place to stay. Doubles
from $360, including breakfast daily, lunch for
two once during stay, and a bottle of wine and
chocolates upon arrival.
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of
personalized service, integrity, and
Whether on holiday, celebrating
a special occasion, enjoying a
honeymoon, or simply relaxing in
your favorite city or town, we take
care of all the details – impeccably.
For reservations, please call your
Virtuoso travel advisor.

Make a red-carpet entrance
at the Faena Hotel.

YOUR TRAVEL EXPERT FOR TASTEFUL
VACATIONS TO FRANCE.

Château de Chenonceau (Loire Valley
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In the final stages of a $40 million renovation,
Four Seasons Hotel Buenos Aires boasts
updated guest rooms (all 165 of them), lobby,
and dining venues (plus one of the most
stylish general managers, Rebeca SelleyMorales, in the business). Doubles from
$455, including breakfast daily and a $100
food-and-beverage credit.
Whether you prefer modern or traditional
accommodations, Palacio Duhau-Park
Hyatt Buenos Aires pleases all with its
two-sided approach: one building with 142
contemporary rooms, and another, a former
palace, with 23 rooms that preserve much of
the building’s 1930s-era features. A gorgeous
tiered courtyard – the perfect spot for dining
or cocktails – bridges the two structures.
Doubles from $500, including breakfast daily
and a wine-and-cheese tasting for two, once
during stay.

Shoe shopping of a different sort –
for polo boots – at Casa de la Botas.

Chilean Extremes
Chile is a country of amazing diversity and extremes. The deserts,
lakes and volcanoes, vineyards, glaciers and modern cities throughout
more than 2,600 miles are reflected in some of the most fascinating
and beautiful locations in Latin America, beginning with San Pedro de
Atacama in the north, and traveling deep to the south in Patagonia.
If BLEED, make it fit and center in
the DARK GRAYThese
BOX.two vastly different regions of Chile inspire wonder and
a lifetime
of memories.
Ads should have been
designed
ile
Ch
with bleed e,on all sidesVirtuoso’s
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travel partners in Patagonia and Atacama include:
Torres del Pain
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n On-site tour operators: Abercrombie & Kent, Sportstour Turismo
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Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
to start planning your trip today.

t, Chile

Atacama Deser

www.chile.travel

How to learn
the tango?
“Do a tango
immersion,
with daily
lessons at
milongas.”
– Maita Barrenechea

Where in Our World would you like to go?
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Contact your Virtuoso Travel Expert
Ask for a

Pampered Adventure on the Wild Side
by ladatco tours
• Argentina • Belize • Bolivia • Brazil • Chile • Colombia • Costa Rica • Ecuador •
• El Salvador • Guatemala • Honduras • Nicaragua • Panama • Paraguay • Peru • Uruguay •
• Antarctica • Falkland Islands •

Galapagos

Buenos Aires Insider

vIRTuOSO’S ARGENTINA EXpERT SHARES A FEw OF HER FAvORITE THINGS.
As the owner of Virtuoso’s on-site travel
connection in Argentina, Maita Barrenechea
works with you and your travel advisor to
customize an itinerary. She’s been in business for 30 years and is a true insider who
can arrange practically anything, from market
tours and cooking lessons with local chefs,
meetings with fashion designers, day trips to
polo estancias, behind-the-scenes tours of
Teatro Colón opera house, and more.
A pERFEcT DAY IN BuENOS AIRES:
Breakfast in the Palacio Duhau’s garden, then
set out to explore the city’s markets – we have
them for food, flowers, crafts, antiques, art,
vintage clothes, even stamps. Lunch at Alvear
Palace Hotel’s L’Orangerie (the best lunch buffet in town), followed by an afternoon of galleryhopping with a stop at MALBA. Find a dress at
Tramando for an evening at Teatro colón. End
with a romantic meal at Tarquino (request a
table by the 75-year-old ficus tree indoors)
or at the Four Seasons’ new two-story Elena,
the dining hot spot (have a drink in its pony
Line lounge first).

NEXT BEST THING TO LEARNING THE
TANGO: Learning to play polo. (Maita
can arrange, for example, a visit to one of the
country’s top polo farms for a demonstration,
lessons, a tour of the stables, and lunch with
the players.)
FAvORITE LOcAL FASHION DESIGNER:
Martin churba, the textile designer and
creative genius behind Tramando. His work
is sophisticated yet futuristic.
DAY TRIp: Sail along the meandering rivulets
of the lush Tigre Delta to a private island and
return as the sun sets against a backdrop of
the city skyline.
BEST SOuvENIR: A silver polo mallet
bracelet by Aracano.

CAR RENTAL
REIMAGINED
Now available in
DFW, Dallas Love
Field and Austin, TX
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MOST uNDERRATED cITY HIGHLIGHT:
Its art life – there is so much good art. Buenos Aires’ contemporary art show, arteBA
(held annually in May), is a fantastic place to
view and buy art and interact with the city’s
pulsating cultural scene.
IF YOu cOuLD ONLY GO TO ONE STEAK
HOuSE: Make it La Brigada.
BEST BET FOR A vEGETARIAN: Farinelli,
although it is not expressly so. Buenos Aires
is not a veggie city.
FAvORITE wINE SHOp: Le choix des
vins (I love a Patagonian pinot noir – look
for one by Chacra or Marcus).
HOw A vISITOR cAN LEARN THE
TANGO: Do a tango immersion, with daily
lessons at milongas (salons where locals go
to dance, which change place every night)
accompanied by an expert.
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Ask your
Virtuoso advisor
for the upgraded
car rental experience!

TAKING THE

WATERS
WATERS
WATERS
In STOCkHOlm, Island-hoppIng Is a way of daIly lIfe.
BY DAVID HOCHMAN

Cruising Strandvägen (Shore Street).
Popular floating restaurant Strandbryggan
(right) also offers charter yachts.
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he greatest ship never to sail

out of Stockholm left its anchoring
place near the old royal palace on
August 10, 1628. Hundreds of people
crowded the banks under calm skies
to watch King Gustav II Adolf’s warship, adorned with more than 700
sculptures, take to the seas. Less
than a quarter mile out, the mighty Vasa listed and sank.
Raised from the depths almost entirely intact three centuries later, and now permanently moored in its own
museum, this most iconic emblem of Stockholm’s harbor is one of Scandinavia’s top visitor attractions. Like
an ornate jewel box inside the Vasamuseet, the ship
shimmers under protective amber lighting.
“It was an epic failure, but the most beautiful failure
to happen to Stockholm,” says my guide, whose family has resided in the Swedish capital since the 1840s.
“And of course it took place on the water. Everything in
Stockholm comes back to the water.”
Officially, Stockholm is a city on 14 islands, but an
actual tally of all the outlying islets, outcroppings,
and skerries – just glance at a map of the jigsawed archipelago – pushes the number to more than 25,000 in
all. And with land still rising, islands keep surfacing.
Time has put those vantage points to excellent use.
Stockholm has more than 80 boat clubs, quays bobbing with floating outdoor restaurants, magnificent
waterfront homes and hotels, and skinny channels
where cargo ships somehow slip past dinghies without even a love tap.
While many cities are best explored by, say, subway
or taxi, when in Stockholm, float. Private Zodiacs, public ferries, kayaks, vintage steamships, wooden rowboats, canals, pedestrian bridges – these are the ways
Stockholmers get around. Set between sparkly Lake
Mälaren and the Baltic Sea, the city is 30 percent water
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On guard at the
Royal Palace
and (below)
the Vasa.
Opposite: A
ferry sets off for
the Skärgården.

PHOTO CREDIT
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Swedish pride
(from left): Skansen open-air
museum and
a server at
restaurant Villa
Godthem, both on
Djurgården.

and another 30 percent green space. Compared to other cities, venturing out by car
isn’t really a thought.
“When we’re not on the water, we want
to be,” our guide tells us on a rocky cliff in
Södermalm, the stylish island of bridges
and locks where Greta Garbo grew up. “We
jog along the water, have our fika” – the essential afternoon coffee break – “sitting
alongside it, stare at it from our windows.
We dream about it. Water feeds the spirit
in Stockholm.”
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spreads out through a meticulous metropolitan hub to primeval forests on fairy-tale
islands. It’s distinctly Scandinavian – an
urban smorgasbord that somehow balances
the medieval and the modern, conservative grandeur and free-spirited fun, herring
connoisseurs and Abba fans.
The Grand Hôtel is the quintessential
place to take it all in. The 1874 landmark opposite the Royal Palace has a Michelin-rated
restaurant, a sleek Nordic spa, and a ballroom

“When We’re
not on the Water,
We Want to be.…
We dream
about it. Water
feeds the spirit
in stockholm.”

Live Your Travel Dreams
Rome - 5-star

FROM

$499*

INCLUDES 3 nights, Hotel Eden.
FEATURES full breakfast daily & Rome by Night Tour.
BONUS 3rd night free.

FROM $769*
INCLUDES 4 nights, Mandarin Oriental, Prague.
FEATURES buffet breakfast daily & Prague Grand City
Tour. BONUS 4th night free.

Prague - 5-star

FROM $1039*
INCLUDES 4 nights, The Ritz London.
FEATURES English breakfast daily & Royal London Morning
Tour. BONUS 4th night free.

London - 5-star

To book your Dream Vacation, please contact your VIRTUOSO travel advisor today.
*Conditions Apply: Prices do not include airfare. Special promotions valid on new bookings only. Prices are per person, based on double occupancy accommodations. Tour and land packages do not include meals unless
otherwise indicated. Savings reflect land prices only and vary by resort and travel dates. Resort credits are not redeemable for cash. Availability is limited. Rates and/or package prices are subject to holiday blackouts,
peak period surcharges, and cancellation charges may be applicable of up to the full price paid depending on the package
and when it is cancelled. Government imposed hotel and resort taxes and fees may not be reflected in the advertised price
and may be payable directly to the hotel and resort. Other restrictions may apply and vary by resort. Contact GOGO Vacations
for further details. Europe valid for travel thru 9/14/14; must be booked by 9/14/14. GOGO Vacations does not assume
responsibility for any errors or omissions in the content of the offers displayed. CST#2088177 ADV#817 SS 5/13

Like riding on
air: Tivoli Gröna
Lund. Opposite:
Sturehof, the
city’s top
seafood table
since 1897.

that’s an exact replica of Versailles’ Hall of
Mirrors. Across the street, boats depart for
every manner of excursion – “Good Morning Stockholm,” “Under the Bridges,” “The
Royal Canal” – virtually all year long.
In nearby Gamla Stan (Old Town), my
wife, son, and I explore Stockholm’s birthplace – a labyrinthine kingdom of stone
alleyways established in 1252 and as charming to behold as its origin story. At Mårten
Trotzigs Gränd, the narrowest street in the
city at less than a yard wide, we learn the legend of Stockholm’s founding near where it
happened: To find a safe haven from pillagers, settlers filled a hollowed-out log with
gold and let it drift along the water. They
dubbed the spot where the log came to rest
“stock holm,” or log islet.
Stockholm’s oldest street is Köpmangatan (Swedish for Merchant’s Lane), now
lined with handicrafts, Moomintrolls, and
brightly painted Dalecarlian horses. It
dead-ends at Stortorget, the hilltop square
that’s home to the Swedish Academy, Nobel Museum, and Nobel Library. As claustrophobic as some of those ancient streets
are, it helps that there’s water at the bottom of almost every one of them. A quick
escape is never more than a few cobbled
blocks away.
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DROP ON IN

Keys to the best of Sweden’s capital.
GETTING THERE

SAS flies direct to
Stockholm daily from
New York (Newark)
and Chicago.
STAY Stockholm’s
premier overnight
address since 1874,
the 331-room Grand
Hôtel fronts the
harbor, Old Town,
and Royal Palace.
Far from stodgy, the
Grand hosts a lively
Sunday-morning
smorgasbord,
perhaps the best in
Sweden, and is
home to see-andbe-seen restaurant
Mathias Dahlgren.
Doubles from $335,
including breakfast
daily and a $100
hotel credit.

Go Prime for a city
escape or pre- or
post-cruise stay:
Horizon & Co.’s
four immersive days
in Stockholm help
travelers explore the
capital’s City Hall,
Royal Palace, Old
Town, inner islands,
and Vasa Museum,
among other marvels
of design and delight.
Departures: Any
day through 2013;
from $928, including
breakfast daily.

Cox & Kings’ eightday Swedish trip
dedicates half its
time to Stockholm,
with guided visits to
city highlights, the
option of visiting
Djurgården or taking

a sightseeing cruise,
and plenty of free
time to explore on
your own. Also on the
itinerary: searching
for moose in the
forest outside Kiruna,
a tree-house sauna
in Harads, and a visit
with folk musician
Lars Eriksson’s family. Departures: Any
day through August
31; from $4,455, including some meals.
Make like a local and
two-wheel it around
the Swedish capital
with Butterfield &
Robinson’s six-day
biking tour of Stockholm and Copenhagen. Travel by boat,
footpath, bridge, and
bike lane, including a

pedal around peaceful Djurgården and a
ferry ride to Vaxholm
Island with its colorful summer cottages.
Departures: July 14
and September 15;
from $6,795, including most meals.
Cosmos wraps up
its 16-day tour of
Scandinavia and the
Baltics with two days
in Stockholm, taking
travelers on a private
sightseeing outing
with optional excursions to the Vasa Museum and Old Town’s
palaces, squares, and
museums. Departures: Saturdays July
6 through September
28; from $2,399, including some meals.

THE WORLD IS OUR HOME
YOU ARE OUR GUEST
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If Gamla Stan is Stockholm’s cradle,
Djurgården, across the bay, is its playground. Once the game park of King Johan
III, the island home of the Vasa Museum
no longer has reindeer or elk, but still feels
arcadian. Many of the preserved wooden
buildings, as well as the sculptured bridge
to the mainland, date back to Stockholm’s
1897 World’s Fair. Junibacken is a postagestamp-size museum devoted to the work
of Swedish children’s book authors such
as Astrid Lindgren. Old-timey amusement
park Tivoli Gröna Lund, opened in 1883,
features a carousel and fun house. Skansen
has the world’s oldest open-air museum,
bustling with tanners, glassblowers, and silversmiths in a replica nineteenth-century
Swedish village. Rent a bike to explore the
waterfront promenade and you’ll turn the
clock back hundreds of years.
IronIcally, glImpsIng stockholm’s

future starts with boarding a 1912 wooden
steamer to explore the Skärgården, as locals call their beloved archipelago. Leaving from the shore behind the Grand Hôtel,
the Gustafsberg VII glides past Östermalm’s
luxury apartments, past the big cruise liners, and out of Stockholm proper into the
rocky channels that comprise the city’s exclusive island suburbs. Picture the house in
which you’d like to live out your glory years
and it probably resembles one nestled on
the slopes above this part of Lake Mälaren.
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Look forward to the sort of relaxed, deep sleep in the air you’d usually
only expect on the ground. We guarantee fully-flat beds with direct aisle
access in Pearl Business Class on all long-haul flights. Why do we go to
such lengths? Because you are our guest.

To book, contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

“ONE OF THE MOST INNOVATIVE
AND GLAMOROUS TRAVEL EXPERIENCES WORLDWIDE”
Five Star Diamond Award - The American Academy Of Hospitality Sciences 2005-2012
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11-DAY
FERRARI

Rome, Florence, Maranello, Venice, Verona, Palladian Villas & Milan
(4 Ferrari driving days for 2 people, including 10-night Junior Suite accommodations in first class hotels)
COMPLIMENTARY VIRTUOSO EXCLUSIVE:
Upgrade to the latest Ferrari models

Virtuoso rates:
from € 34.000,00 per tour

www.red-travel.com
I TALI A I N FERRARI

tip
“The real find on my recent visit was
Fotografiska, the Center for Contemporary Photography [featuring a Helmut
Newton retrospective through September 29], which also has a bistro with
great water views.”
– Marilynn Hutt, travel
advisor, San Francisco

Here, the passage narrows into a bottleneck
as we enter the Baggenstäket Strait – so impossibly tight it feels like you could jump off
the boat and end up in someone’s garden.
Fortunately, Artipelag – the first stop,
about an hour and twenty minutes into the
journey – is the perfect place to catch your
breath. Founded last year by Björn Jakobson, creator of Babybjörn, Artipelag is a
monumental art space, dining spot, and
respite midway through the island chain.
With rooftop moss gardens, the latest in
technology, and clean, blond-wood design,
it feels like an artist’s conception of Scandinavia circa 2025, albeit with traditional
menu items like the beef-and-gravy dish
skomakarlåda, literally “shoemaker’s box.”
Push on farther and the wider sea beckons. The Swedes are famously reserved, but
they don’t shy away from serious adventure,
as evidenced by the number of high-speed
inflatable vessels, known as RIB speedboats, zooming through the archipelago on
milder days. Giving over to a RIB excursion
means donning a colorful waterproof jumpsuit and life jacket and taking on some serious jolts and splashes. The rest is all about
holding on for dear life. From Artipelag, a
private RIB charter to beachy Sandhamn
Island takes an hour – a heart-pounding and
very wet one, for sure.
Located at the farthest part of the outer
archipelago, Sandhamn has long been a
summer getaway for wealthy Stockholmers, though the kitschy seaside atmosphere
appeals to overnighters too. Only a few hundred people reside there year-round, but
the numbers swell into the thousands on
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the endless afternoons of July and August.
The harbor can hold 350 sailboats, and most
summer weekends it does.
A destination for urban sailors since
1897, Sandhamn might best be described as
shanty chic, with views of sand and nature
to entrance the restless imagination. Spend
a few hours watching the fascinating characters on Trouville Beach, near the cafés
and ice cream shops, and you’ll understand
why Stieg Larsson set parts of The Girl with
the Dragon Tattoo here.
Head east from Sandhamn and your next
stop would be Latvia, Estonia, or maybe
Helsinki, depending on your spirit and the
prevailing currents. On this trip, the fast
boat back to Stockholm seems a more sensible option. Depart Sandhamn midmorning
and by 12:45 you’re back at the Grand, enjoying all those water views from the hotel
veranda. That’s how things work in Stockholm – going all the way back to the Vasa,
really. Just when you think you’re sailing
out of town, something tips the balance and
you can’t quite pull yourself away.

Sightseeing
cruises depart
from the Grand
Hôtel. Opposite, from top:
Artipelag and
Sandhamn.

Flexible, confident private jet charter
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flexible, exacting and confident choice in private jet charter.
Each and every time you fly, you have the support of the industry’s most professional
team of trusted advisors ensuring that every experience is delivered with the highest
level of safety, quality and service.

To book a trip, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor.

NEW ZEALAND
WITH KIDS OR ADULTS ONLY

House with a view: The North Island’s
Cape Palliser Lighthouse.
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BY MARIKA CAIN

SIME/EStoCk Photo

WAYS

This perennial favorite ranked as
the No. 3 dream destination in our Travel
Dreams Survey. We called on two of the
country’s top tour operators to craft ultimate
itineraries – one kid-friendly and one just
for grown-ups. Choose your adventure and
discover the best of New Zealand.
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1: TAKE THE KIDS
Mind the lava: Landing on
White Island, active volcano.

All this and sheep
too: Wharekauhau.

T

There are 20 Skycouch rows on
board each aircraft.
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Days 1-2: En Route
Travel from the U.S. to New
Zealand, crossing the international date line – a 13-hour flight
from Los Angeles to Auckland.
One suggestion: Air New Zealand offers an “Economy Skycouch” on board its 777-300s.
The footrests in these rows
of three coach seats flip up to
form 29-inch-wide couches –
giving everyone an increased
chance of some shut-eye.

Archery, clay-shooting,
horse trekking, cooking lessons, hiking amid
2,500 forested acres all in a kid’s day at
Treetops Lodge.
Another must-do:
visiting the property’s
glowworms after dinner.

Days 6-7:
Wellington/
Wairarapa

Days 3-5: Rotorua
Arrive at Auckland International Airport and immediately catch a domestic flight
to Rotorua for three nights at

Treetops Lodge & Estate,
in either the main lodge’s family wing or connecting villas.
On tap: a visit to the Hobbiton
set on Alexander Farm, where
scenes from The Lord of the Rings
and The Hobbit were filmed; a
trip up Rotorua’s Skyline Gondola (and a descent aboard
three-wheeled luge carts); a helicopter flight to White Island, an
active volcano off the coast; and
hoisting the sails and grinding
the winches aboard a catamaran
on Lake Rotoiti.

Out on a limb at
Treetops Lodge & Estate.

Ride the Wellington Cable Car
to Kelburn and walk through
the treetops 65 feet above the
ground in the Otari Reserve
rain forest, then settle into
connecting cottage suites at
Wharekauhau Country Estate.
The Edwardian-style lodge –
and working sheep farm – occupies a 5,500-acre clifftop plateau
above Palliser Bay’s cacophonous surf. Race ATVs across the

(WHITE ISLAND) CHRISTOpHER CHAN/GETTY IMAGES,
(QUEENSTOWN) CALLE BREDBERG/pHOTONEWzEALAND,
(MAp) MICHAEL NEWHOUSE

It’s also customizable.
Add an extra day at
Treetops Lodge for doing
nothing; subtract a
helicopter trip to bring
the price down. Make
it yours.

his 14-day exploration of
New Zealand leaves no Hobbit hole undiscovered, no luge
unconquered, and, most important, no child unamused. It’s a
dream itinerary (designed by
a Virtuoso Auckland-based onsite tour company), but one that
leaves time for dawdling, daydreaming, and the good kind of
time-outs.

Queenstown’s famous
Shotover Jet.

bay’s shore, stop at the lodge’s
wool shed for a sheep-shearing
demonstration, and meet the
farm’s working dogs.

tip
“Allow a few days at the beginning
or end of your visit to experience
Auckland. Take a day trip by ferry across
our beautiful harbor to Waiheke Island.
Swim on one of the island’s pristine whitesand beaches, then eat lunch at one of the
many wineries (I like Casita Miro at Miro
Vineyard, set among the vines, or Te
Whau for fabulous views of the city).”

Days 8-9: Nelson
The South Island’s sunny
northern tip is home to three
national parks, two of which
are stops on this leg of the journey. First up: Depart Kaiteriteri
Beach by private boat, traversing dolphin- and fur-seal-inhabited waters en route to Abel
Tasman National Park’s Golden Bay for lunch on the beach.
Then hop a private helicopter
back to Nelson, touching down
on Kahurangi National Park’s
Mount Olympus on the way.

Do the mountainous rock
formations here look familiar? You may know them
from their role as a Rivendell
backdrop in The Lord of the
Rings movies.

Days 10-13:
Queenstown
Check into a lakefront apartment or suites at Eichardt’s
Private Hotel on the shores of
Lake Wakatipu in Queenstown.
The city’s bungee-induced reputation for going to extremes is
mirrored in its landscape – the

Thrill-seekers ages 10 and
older can take a leap
from the Kawarau Bridge
- site of the world’s first
commercial bungee-jump
operation - 141 feet above
the Kawarau Gorge.

– Val Tapp, travel
advisor, Auckland

sharp teeth of The Remarkables
mountains pierce the sky, jet
boats blister through narrow
canyons, and nearby Fiordland
National Park’s glacier-winnowed peaks and dolphin-rich
sounds beckon day-trippers.
The gem here: a day of hiking,
jet boating, and helicoptering through northern Fiordland’s remote Hollyford Valley.
Back in Queenstown, there’s a
four-wheel-drive off-road adventure, the canyon-hugging

Shotover Jet boat, a run down
a luge track, and a treetop zipline ride.

Day 14: Return Home
Who wouldn’t sleep well on
the flight home after a trip
like this?
From $49,500 for two adults and
two children, including activities,
accommodations, guides, and
some meals. International and
domestic airfare not included.
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2: ADULTS ONLY
Trophy trout
hopeful in Taupo.

An elevated perspective
on Christchurch.

A

little winetasting, maybe a
limit-testing hike, and a few
late nights are in order on this
grown-up 15-day itinerary from a
second Auckland-based Virtuoso
on-site. As with its kid-friendly
counterpart, you can tailor it to
your wishes with added days and
activities. Not to mention, some
top New Zealand lodges don’t
allow young children, so if you
prefer your cocktail hour sans the
LEGO set, this is the trip for you.

Otahuna Lodge and
Blanket Bay are offlimits to little ones.

Days 1-2: En Route
On flights from Los Angeles to
Auckland, Air New Zealand
offers 777-300 Business Premier Class seats (22-inch-wide,
white leather, lie-flat beds-inwaiting) and its LAX lounge has
six shower suites for preflight
freshening up. Air Tahiti Nui
also offers direct service from
Los Angeles to Auckland.

Days 3-5:
Bay of Islands
Arrive in Auckland. A Southern
Crossings envoy will meet your
flight to hand over your trip
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All the villas are
equipped with full
kitchens (stocked daily
with an array of
breakfast foods and
snacks), and most
have private pools
and Jacuzzis too.
Eagles Nest’s
Rahimoana villa.

dossier. Your mission: Transfer
to the domestic terminal and
hightail it to the Kerikeri Airport in the Bay of Islands. First
stop: Russell’s Eagles Nest, a
collection of five distinct – and
distinctly over-the-top – private villas on a promontory
above blue-green water dotted
with verdant gumdrop islands.
Cruise the bay on a privately
chartered boat for dolphin-spotting, snorkeling, and swimming,
then throw in an extra activity
or two, such as golfing at nearby
Kauri Cliffs, game fishing, or a
helicopter flight to the country’s
northernmost tip, Cape Reinga.

Days 6-7: Taupo
Fly south to Taupo and collect
a rental car for two nights at
Huka Lodge on the banks of the
Waikato River. There’s a reason
the queen of England likes it
here: impeccable but unstuffy
service, rolling lawns, gracious
cottages, and plenty of private
nooks for dining or just curling
up with a magazine. Excursions
aren’t planned for you here, but

(HOT-AIR BALLOON) SUSAN SIU/ pHOTONEwzEALANd, (TAUpO) GREG VAUGHN/GETTy ImAGES,
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Private dining Huka Lodgestyle, beside the Waikato.

Hawke’s Bay
viticulture in action.

tip
“Take a day trip from Christchurch to
seaside Akaroa, a French village in the
heart of an ancient volcano. Explore its
colonial architecture, stores, and cafés.
Relax in the sun at French Bay, take a
harbor cruise, or find a secluded beach
on one of the neighboring bays.”

if you decide to abandon your
riverside chaise longue, you
might dip a line at one of the
area’s acclaimed trout-fishing
spots, visit Rotorua’s bubbling
geothermal pockets, or soak in
Taupo’s hot springs.

Days 8-9: Hawke’s Bay
Drive about three hours south
of Taupo to Hawke’s Bay, which
produces some of the country’s great wines – and great
golf games. Sample both during two nights at The Farm at
Cape Kidnappers, Julian Robertson’s working sheep farm/
luxury lodge/par 71 golf course/
gannet colony with 180-degree
vistas of the ocean. Spend one
day on a guided biking tour of
the region, with stops in small
towns and for winetasting –
including one at the country’s
oldest winery, Mission Estate.

Days 10-11:
Christchurch
Fly from Napier to Christchurch on the South Island for
a little downtime at Otahuna

– Sarah Farag, Virtuoso
New Zealand on-site

Fish the Tongariro River
(world-renowned for its rainbow and brown trout) or, for
a farther-flung adventure,
hire a helicopter and head
to nearby mountain rivers –
thick with trophy trout in New
Zealand’s summer months.
Hawke’s Bay turns
out 78 percent of
New Zealand’s
syrah – and does it
well at wineries such
as Te Mata and
Villa Maria.
Or, if you’re not the
downtime type, add a
hot-air balloon flight over
Canterbury’s countryside.

Lodge. Once the country’s
largest private home, the 1895
Victorian (a 20-minute drive
south of Christchurch) is now a
seven-suite lodge.

Days 12-14: Queenstown/Glenorchy
Fly to Queenstown, where adrenaline-fueled fantasies come
true (bungee jumping, skydiving, winter skiing, hiking, and
more), then drive to Blanket
Bay, a no-kids-under-10 ode
to solitude on 60,000 acres
in Glenorchy at the northern
reaches of Lake Wakatipu. On
day 13, a helicopter scoops you
up at Blanket Bay for sightseeing over the Southern Alps and
Milford Sound. Touch down

Tack on a few days to hike
some of the area’s famed
trails. The Milford Track, for
instance, is a three- to fourday route through the wilds
of South Island.
on a glacier for one of the trip’s
most post-worthy photo ops.

Day 15
Return home.
From $23,600 for two people,
including accommodations, car
rental, some activities, and some
meals. International and domestic airfare not included.
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WILD

WOMEN
It’s not hard to see the light on a
ladies’ trip to Yosemite.

O
Old soul: Giant sequoias
can top 3,000 years.
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ver a midday picnic in mariposa,

California, where our vans have
stopped while winding through the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada, our
guides ask us to introduce ourselves. We set down
our juice boxes of coconut water, our forkfuls of
brownie tart, and go around the table offering up
our reasons for taking this trip. Because we’re a
good-size group of women being led by hipstercool females, everyone’s reasons come out sounding thoughtful and deep, like unexpected gifts.
“I’m looking forward to a week with amazing
women,” Korynne says.
“For me, there is a spiritual aspect to being
here,” says Ginny.

Uh oh, I think, licking stray brownie crumbs
from my lips. Are we supposed to have a reason?
I’d signed up nine months earlier when my
friend Jan invited several of us to join her on a hiking trip to Yosemite with tour operator Backroads.
I’d checked my calendar, discovered it was practically blank, and thought: I’ve always wanted to
see Yosemite!
When it’s my turn that’s what I say, then add,
“And I feel incredibly lucky to be part of a girls’
trip,” which is pretty much true. I’m not sure yet
how it will go. There was such an enthusiastic response we’ve filled out the entire trip: 16 women,
three guides, two vans, at least 19 wheelie bags,
and six days in Yosemite.

BRUcE M HERMan/GETTY IMaGES
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Business Class

Great Outdoors
The author and
her crew pose with
Half Dome.
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In the van we begin to bond over kids
and grandkids, work, life transitions, aging
parents, iPhone apps. We range from age 50
to 66, and not everyone knows each other.
When we pull into the pine-shaded lot at the
base of Wawona Dome, a granite monolith
at the park’s southern end, we all clamber
out and start walking.
Our first hike is an easy warm-up on a
dusty trail edged by manzanita and pine.
The dry air and late-afternoon light feel
fantastic. As we follow along single file,

go Backroads’

six-day walking and
hiking Yosemite
exploration begins
in the park’s southern region for time
among the park’s
elders, Mariposa
Grove’s stately
sequoias, the oldest
of which has been
around for about two
millennia. A stay at
the National Historic
Landmark Ahwahnee
Hotel follows, with
hikes to view El Capitan and Bridalveil Fall,
picnic lunches, and
more. Hikers pick
their pleasure (or
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pain) from each day’s
hiking options, which
span as few as 2.6 or
as many as 11.8 miles.
Departures: Multiple
dates through October 6; from $2,998.
Virtuoso’s on-site for
U.S. National Parks
puts a customizable
spin on Yosemite during a five-day private
guided tour through
the park. Spend four
nights at your choice
of lodges just outside the park’s south
entrance. During
the day hike with a
guide to Vernal Fall,

conversations crop up as naturally as dandelion puffs. When we come to a series of
cascading pools in the Merced River, we all
kick off our boots and wade in. One woman I haven’t met yet, who swears she’s 62
but looks years younger, sinks down to her
neck and paddles around as naturally as an
8-year-old.
“Woo-hoo!” everyone yells.
It’s her birthday, and she’s wearing little
more than a smile.
“Oh, what the heck,” one woman after

mountain bike, raft on
the Merced River, or
rope up for a private
rock-climbing class.
Cap the experience
with dinner at The
Ahwahnee Hotel.
Departures: Any day
through September
for an itinerary that
includes rafting and
biking (itinerary is
customizable for other months; Yosemite
is open year-round);
from $3,250.
Tauck’s eight-day
jaunt through central
California caters to
families: It runs from

June through August
(space is tight for this
summer’s remaining
departures – plan
ahead for next year)
and entertains kids
with outings to San
Francisco’s California
Academy of Sciences, nighttime hikes in
the Sierra National
Forest, panning for
gold in Yosemite, and
a behind-the-scenes
visit to the Monterey Bay Aquarium.
Departures: Through
August 18, 2013,
and June 8 through
August 17, 2014;
from $3,390.

KIM BROWN SEELY
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another is saying. Then before I know it everyone is stripping off their shorts and wading in, sort of a spontaneous baptism.
“Oh, what the heck!” I say.

Fording the Merced
River under El
Capitan’s gaze.

trip, a certain anything-goes acceptance.
Which is why women’s trips can be so comfortable, I realize later – this one is like
spending a girls’ week bonding at a Turkish
bath if it happened to be outdoors in a luminous mountain landscape.
One of the best things about our week
of walking and talking is that we aren’t
camping. We’re staying in premier lodges,
with Backroads shuttling our wheelie bags
between them. When we squelch into the
lobby of the Tenaya Lodge minutes after our
swim, there is the luxury of hot showers, the
pleasure of changing into dry clothes for
dinner, the rejuvenation of a good night’s
sleep. Each morning our guides Nora and
Charity set out supplies for us, and after
breakfast we pack sack lunches and snacks
before driving to a new trailhead.

Choose your
own adventure.

Think of it as your Vitamin D supplement.
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Day two’s hike climbs gently through the
Mariposa Grove’s giant sequoias, the most
massive trees in the world. The trail is soft
and silent, the trees palpably ancient. Their
furrowed bark gives them the aspect of giant cinnamon sticks, until you tilt your
head back and see their crowns spread with
thousand-year-old branches, some as wide
as tree trunks themselves.
As my friend Kate and I pass beneath one
towering tree, a squirrel flings a pinecone
at us – hard! We laugh, shocked, then fall
silent. Chickarees chitter and flit through
the twigs. A dry wind blows up from the valley below, stirring needles on ancient bark.
In the Mariposa Grove Museum we learn
nifty tree facts: that a single giant sequoia
may contain as much wood as several acres
of Pacific Northwest forest. That the giant
sequoia is taller than the Statue of Liberty.
That, like us, mature sequoias stop growing
upward at a certain age, but keep growing
outward, gaining girth.
“I feel their pain!” one of the ladies quips.
Everyone nods knowingly.
It’s odd, but when on day three we

arrive at Glacier Point, the famous Yosemite viewpoint where you’re supposed to ooh
and aah, it’s almost anticlimactic. By now
we’ve settled into our rhythm of walking
and talking. It’s addictive.
“You have a choice between two hikes today, the 4.3-mile Pohono Loop or the longer
Panorama Trail,” Nora is saying. In a complete role reversal, Nora and Charity have
become our moms.
“How much farther is the Panorama
Trail?” someone asks.

Like uS At VirtuoSo, SpeciALiStS in the Art of trAVeL.
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the historic Ahwahnee Hotel – for many
of us, one of the trip’s main draws. After
clomping through the lobby, past walls decorated with vintage kilim rugs and Native
American-inspired motifs, we check into
our rooms. Mine has a walk-in closet with
space for 1920s steamer trunks, a comfortable queen bed, and corner windows framing walls of sheer granite.
I could go on, telling you about dinner in
the Ahwahnee’s main dining room (where
just walking to your table beneath the soaring timbers, chandeliers, and candlelit
sconces feels momentous), or our hike in
Tuolumne Meadows, or our bike ride to
The Ansel Adams Gallery, but the thing I
remember most about Yosemite is the light.
When I woke up in my room at the Ahwahnee, the sun was just rising over Half
Dome, hitting the granite peaks across the
valley. Thrillingly, I didn’t even have to get
out of bed to watch the dawn brush down
those sculpted cliffs.
I thought it was just me, but later that day,
as one of my new friends and I were walking

“Are there any more peanut M&M’s?”
someone else wants to know.
Thinking how lovely it is to not be in
charge for once, to not be the mom rationing
snacks, I pick the Panorama Trail and start
off. The route skirts a ridge above Yosemite
Valley, climbing gently to Panorama Point’s
alpine view at 6,200 feet. Our group of ten
Panorama hikers strings out, switching
places and conversations as easily as a flock
of swallows.
I learn things: how it might feel to have a
week-old granddaughter someday; what it’s
like to have parents in their 90s; who among
this group has survived physical challenges,
each with resilience and grace. After lunch
on the trail we round a turn and, one by one,
come face-to-face with the granite massiveness of Half Dome. Each of us gasps, then
falls silent. The 8,842-foot monolith, its
magnificent bulk seemingly lit from within,
still inspires the same awe John Muir so aptly
described in his original Sierra Nevada essays.
We descend 3,200 feet, switchbacking
down the John Muir Trail, and check into

tip
“Avoid the shoulder-to-shoulder
crowds at the bases of the major
waterfalls by going up the falls’ trails.
Even at 100 or 200 feet above the
valley floor, you will leave the
crowds behind.”
– Marty Behr,
U.S. National Parks
on-site

along in the buttery late-afternoon sun, she
said, “I don’t know why it is, but my vision
seems better. It’s like everything here is illuminated – I can see every leaf!”
She was right. There was a certain certainness of light. Maybe it was all the granite.
Maybe it was all that fresh air. But I could
suddenly see that each of our reasons for
taking the trip was important, and that our
hopes for it had come true.
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From The Signature or SkyLOFTS at MGM Grand to the Mandarin
Oriental, indulgence comes in many forms, but perhaps the most relaxing is a facial, massage or other custom treatment.
There’s simply no better way to treat yourself than to slough off a little of what’s weighing you down and get a clean fresh
glow to face the world.
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to customize an adventure just for you!
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Family Travel

BRAVE
NEW WORLD
Picture this: A kid-focused Scottish vacation
with Disney that adults enjoy too.
By DaVID HOcHman

F

rankly, it wasn’t the loch ness Monster that

concerned me most. It was Mickey, Goofy, and Dopey.
Though we were excited about traveling through Scotland
with Adventures by Disney, I worried that we’d be heighhoing across the Highlands with three-fingered characters in kilts.
But as the trip opened with a white-linen welcome dinner at Edinburgh’s finest hotel, overlooking the Old Town and castle (a medieval one, not the Cinderella kind), I knew we’d get the Disney magic
without having to wear the ears.
Scotland is the tour company’s latest destination and (remarkably) the first linked to a movie – Pixar’s Oscar-winning animated
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film Brave. It’s a natural tie-in: Just like feisty,
Target practice at
red-haired Merida, we’d practice archery, ride
Glamis Castle.
stout horses through enchanted forests, and
feast on haggis into the wee hours. Och aye! But we’d skip photo ops
and chirpy sing-alongs for an authentic Scottish experience – amped
up with exclusive access and top accommodations each hassle-free
step of the way.
That’s not to say Disney doesn’t sprinkle around some pixie dust on
the nine-day itinerary: These are family-focused trips, not just family friendly. After dinner at The Balmoral that first night, Hanneke
and Zoe, our sparkly-eyed young guides, or “cast members,” took

Austria.
Moments of Bliss.

Vienna
Salzburg

A s i n g u l a r j o u r n e y, a l i f e t i m e o f m e m o r i e s .
Ornate palaces. Imperial grandeur. Echoes of Mozart and Strauss.
While Austria captures the spirit of a magnificent bygone era, lately
visitors have discovered the country’s cutting edge. Austria has long
set the pace for music. High-caliber festivals reflect this surge, as does
the incredible wine scene and a sophisticated culinary movement.
Meanwhile an art and design renaissance has captured attention around
the world, and again shot Austria to the continent’s cultural center.

1_V i e n n a : C i t y of M u s i c
Vienna’s cultural and music scene attract sophisticated travelers who
desire to experience the authentic cosmopolitan lifestyle of Austria’s
capital. The focus of this summer’s musical program of the Vienna Festival
will be on Guiseppe Verdi, celebrating his 200th birthday in 2013. During
the festival, musical, dance and other cultural events take place over the
entire city. Backstage tours at the opera house and free concerts on megascreens enhance Vienna’s festive atmosphere. www.vienna.info/en

For booking your dream trip to
Austria, please contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor
To plan your unique vacation
visit austria.info/bliss
Connect with us
facebook.com/austriatravelinfo

2 _V i e n n a B oy s’
Choir
One of the oldest boys’ choirs in
the world, the Vienna Boys’ Choir
has been an enduring symbol of
Austria for more than 500 years
and a fi xture in Austrian musical
life. The choir, performing in the
Hofburg Chapel, has produced
numerous highly respected
musicians, among them Joseph
Haydn and Franz Schubert. The
“MuTh”, the new concert hall of
the Vienna Boys’ Choir, opened
in December 2012, has become
the offi cial music center inside the
Augarten—the oldest Baroque
gardens in Vienna. Over 300
concerts take place each year.
www.vienna.info/en

3_Salzburg:
Summer of
Celebrations
Salzburg, Mozart’s baroque
birthplace, is known for its
beautiful historic city center, the
location of The Sound of Music,
and the Salzburg Festival. The
Salzburg Marionette Theater is
celebrating its 100th Anniversary
with special performances, behind
the scenes tours and a special
puppet exhibition. Art lovers can
visit Dutch old masters at the
Residence Gallery on their 90th
Anniversary or discover Austrian
artists at the Museum of Modern
Art Rupertinum.
www.salzburg.info/en

© Österreich Werbung/ Peter Burgstaller; [1] © WienTourismus/Christian Stemper, Wiener Staatsoper; [2] © WienTourismus/Lukas Beck, The Vienna Boys’ Choir [3] © Tourismus Salzburg/Jedermann Salzburg
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Experience the very
best of Scotland during
a chauffeur driven tour
personally designed
with you in mind.

Family Travel
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tartans and cattle.
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Please contact your Virtuoso travel
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bows and arrows. Our guides briefed us on
essential Scottish history – “Did you know
that 007 himself, Sean Connery, was once a
milkman here in Edinburgh?” Hanneke said
as we pulled out of town – and soon cobblestones gave way to Highland cattle (“Cattle
moms have horns that point up,” Zoe informed us with a bit of country wisdom.
“Cattle dads’ horns point down”).
Videos specially created for the Brave trip
helped pass the travel time. In one, director
Mark Andrews explained how far his crew
went to bring animation to life. His creative
team flew to Scotland to collect samples

SHOwTImE

Three star-studded takes on Scotland.
Go Adventures by
Disney’s nine-day
Brave-inspired romp
around Scotland is
designed for kids
6 years and older
(minimum age 4) and
packed with activities
such as canoeing on
Loch Ness, horseback riding, archery,
hiking, and cooking lessons – plus
whisky tasting for the
parents. Departures:
Multiple dates July
22 through September 15; from $5,959
for adults and $5,659
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for kids, including
most meals.
Little’s Chauffeur
Drive customizes
driver-guided car
tours to interests –
golf, outdoor activities, family travel,
Scotch. An example:
its six-day itinerary
spotlighting famous
movie locations
across Scotland,
from the Glenfinnan
Viaduct featured in
Harry Potter and the
Chamber of Secrets
to The Da Vinci

Code’s Rosslyn Chapel, Casino Royale’s
Falls of Dochart,
Doune Castle (backdrop of the opening scene of Monty
Python and the Holy
Grail), and more.
Departures: Any day
through 2013; from
$4,800 for two, not
including meals or
accommodations.
STAY Rocco Forte’s
188-room Balmoral
is quintessential
Edinburgh, from its
landmark clock tower

to the bathrooms’
vintage photographs
of Sean Connery.
Guest rooms are
opulent but understated, with touches
like reading nooks,
British-made REN
skin-care products,
and deep marble
soaking baths. Ask to
see Suite 552, where
J.K. Rowling finished
the Potter series
overlooking Princes
Street. Doubles
from $375, including
breakfast daily and
a $115 dining credit.
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our group of around 40 children, parents,
and grandparents in search of the “will-o’the-wisps” that led Merida on her journey
of discovery. Inside a darkened Balmoral
suite, we came upon a black witch’s cauldron
glowing with smoke and otherworldly light.
Zoe poured potion from a spell bottle, and –
poof! – up popped a hologram of a sorceress’
face. “Go forth and find strength in each
other,” the apparition told us, “and form
your own fine clan.”
The enchantment worked. The next
morning, we boarded a bus for Inverness
and an itinerary full of castles, cliffs, and

of moss, bark, and grass to replicate the
landscape. They slung mud at each other to
get just the right splatter effects (the kids
howled watching the demonstration video).
And his crew stopped at castles, as we did –
Glamis Castle in our case, the childhood
home of the Queen Mother, for an exclusive
archery lesson on the grounds.
“Elbows back, spirits up,” our kilted archery instructor advised. “Think good
thoughts and you’ll hit your target.” OK, so
my arrow flew halfway to Glasgow, but my
9-year-old nailed it and so did my wife. “Aye,
nothing to worry about,” the teacher reassured me. “These two will protect you.”
Either way, the well-planned itinerary
fortified us. Since its first excursion to Hawaii in 2005, Adventures by Disney trips
consider safety, access, and ease paramount. Bruce Austin, who helps oversee trip
development, told me he carries a refrigerator thermometer in his pocket, opens drain
holes, and does a bacteria count before signing off on a new restaurant for a tour like
this. When creating an Egyptian itinerary,

Thirteenth-century
Urquhart Castle on
Loch Ness.
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Don’t Forget! This is your honeymoon,
tell your Virtuoso Advisor when you are getting
married and what your interests are so we can
arrange some exclusive experiences, just for you!

Bringing you the best of

TM

Austin not only interviewed camel drivers
for personality, skill, and knowledge, he inspected where the camels slept and had tea
at home with the drivers’ families. No wonder the company’s guest return rate hits
double digits.
At each stop in Scotland, we felt like Disney stars. One day at Loch Ness, other travelers stared enviously as our group – and
ours alone – set off in canoes on a Nessie
hunt in the shadow of Urquhart Castle, a
true once-in-a-lifetime adventure. Nobody
spotted the creature, but at lunch afterward, thanks to another Disney-only perk,
the world’s leading authority on the loch
and its mysteries had us believing all over
again. Another day, the wife of the 13th Earl
of Dysart granted us permission – warmly
and over a delicious barbecue lunch – to
ride Highland ponies and mountain bikes
through Rothiemurchus Estate, all 24,000
gorgeous acres of it. And surely the private
chartered flight to the remote Isle of Lewis
(home of the ancient Callanish Standing
Stones) beats fighting the island’s fabled giants to get there.
Throughout the trip, Zoe and Hanneke
linked us to Scotland’s history. More than
just chaperones, they mesmerized the children with tall tales, jokes, and games at a
kids-only dinner one night while the grownups enjoyed a whisky tasting and traditional
(meaning raucous) Scottish banquet. As the
children got antsy on the return coach ride
from Inverness, Zoe and Hanneke knew just
when to divide the bus into quiz teams or
break out the snacks or lower the shades and
turn on Up. By the time Edinburgh’s iconic

Contact your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor For More Details!
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chimney pots came back into view, we really
did feel like a clan.
In the city, groups get a private visit to
Holyrood Palace, where the royal family
resides while in Edinburgh, and a behindthe-scenes tour of the National Museum of
Scotland. Our final afternoon, we worked
the looms at Dovecot Studios, a century-old
tapestry workshop that’s closed to the public and collaborates on textile projects with
artists such as David Hockney and Frank
Stella. The elaborate tapestry we helped
thread contained the face of – hey, look at
that! – Lord Macintosh from Brave.
For the final act, our jubilant clan climbed
the ancient slope of an extinct volcano to
Edinburgh Castle, open only to us for a farewell celebration. A piper in crimson tartans
played us into the courtyard and on up to
the former royal apartments of Mary,
Queen of Scots. In a great hall overlooking
the twinkling skyline, we dined at a long
candlelit table – kids laughing at one end,
adults clinking at the other – wishing that
all trips could be this magical.

Edinburgh Castle rises above
Princes Street Gardens.

Surround yourself
with all the best.
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With Allianz Global Assistance,
you can enjoy all the pleasures
of your luxury vacation without
the worry. Your investment is
protected. Medical coverage
is available. And, no matter
where you go, our concierge
and assistance services are
there to help. We’re committed
to delivering the best in travel
insurance, so every day we give
you our all.
Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor
about Allianz Global Assistance
today.

Culture Stop

SURPRISE
CITY

Guanajuato is Mexico’s
under-the-radar arts destination.
BY CAROL PUCCI
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCíA
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istracted by street ven-

Guanajuato gifts:
dors tempting me with lemon
ice cream and ears of roasted Mezcal cocktails, resplendent scenery, and song.
corn dusted with queso fresco
and chile powder, I stop for a map check during an early-evening
stroll through Guanajuato.
“Where are you going?” someone asks in Spanish-accented English. A man wearing a cardigan sweater and carrying a briefcase
offers to help. Instead of street names, he uses a parking garage and
a church as landmarks to guide me to Guanajuato’s main square,
where a clown is entertaining a crowd gathered on the steps of the
French-style Teatro Juárez.
Nearby San Miguel de Allende gets more press, but for avant-garde
theater, art, and music, Guanajuato has the edge. A World Heritage
site and home to the University of Guanajuato, the city has a European feel with its blend of colonial and baroque architecture, a lively
student population, and great cultural events. This, plus walkability

Markree Castle, County Sligo.

YOU CAN STAND AND
GAZE IN AWE. BUT WE’D
RATHER YOU CAME IN
AND PUT YOUR FEET UP.
Felt our famed hospitality all
around you.
Relaxed in front of our log fires.
Dined like a king.
And slept like a baby in our
luxurious four-poster beds.
You see, in Ireland, nothing’s too
much trouble for our guests.
So yes, the grandeur of our
castles will astound you.
But it’s the warmth and
friendliness inside them that
will take your breath away.
2013 is the year of The Gathering:
a yearlong celebration of music,
food, culture and lots more.

For reservations, please call
your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Culture Stop
Casa Museo Gene
Byron hosts Sundayafternoon concerts.
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Villa María Cristina’s
ninteenth-century chic.

and a reputation for safety, attracts repeat
visitors from the U.S. and Canada, many of
whom know San Miguel, but prefer Guanajuato’s more local Mexican vibe.
Here, houses painted in swatches of
pink, purple, and orange crawl up canyon
walls threaded with secret passageways
and stone stairways. Spanish colonial and
French-inspired buildings occupy the flatter valleys. A giant statue of the Mexican
war hero El Pípila hovers over the town on
a plateau reachable by a steep climb or funicular. Traffic flows mainly through a network of underground tunnels, leaving only
a few surface streets, mostly reserved for
pedestrians. This eighteenth-century former silver-mining center in the mountains
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Time-out hub
Café Conquistador.

of central Mexico is “like Venice without the
water,” says local pastel artist Laura Rangel.
“You get surprised at every step.”
Her description sticks with me as I walk
the 20 minutes to town each morning from
the Villa María Cristina, a nineteenthcentury home converted into a gracious inn
in La Presa, a neighborhood dominated by
government buildings (Guanajuato is the
capital of the state by the same name) and
mansions built by silver barons.
Vendors in the nearby Jardín Embajadoras
set up early, preparing tacos and putting out
trays of homemade pastries. Storefront tortilla factories and bakeries lead to an eighteenth-century Franciscan church and a
cobbled pedestrian pathway. One Venetian-

style footbridge is set with a half-dozen
tables – the cozy Santo Café on the Callejón
del Tecolote, or “Owl’s Alley,” a road once
reserved for mules. Expats and locals gather
for morning coffee at the Café Conquistador on a slanted street near the house where
Diego Rivera was born. It’s a good spot to
stop and contemplate your options for the
day – of which there are many.

Artful gatherings at
Teatro Juárez.

MuSIc AND THEATER
Tubas and trombones glisten in the sun as
the Jardín de la Unión, Guanajuato’s shady
central plaza, fills with Sunday concertgoers. Couples hold hands, dash into a coffee
shop, or stop to buy fresh pineapple from
street vendors. Church bells ring just as
the state band strikes up a march. So much
entertainment goes on here that deciding
what to hear or watch on a given night demands hard choices.
Begun in the 1950s as a series of short plays
written by the Don Quixote author and performed by university students in the city’s
plazas, the annual Cervantes Festival
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Culture Stop
Superior street snack:
Roasted corn.

Casa Valadez: Silverminer fare with flair.
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The artist’s cubist work at
Museo Casa Diego Rivera.

(October 9 through 27 this year) has expanded over the years to include internationally
known performers, musicians, and visual
artists who draw thousands of visitors.
A short taxi trip leads to the peaceful
grounds of the Casa Museo Gene Byron
(the Ex-Hacienda de Santa Ana) in the suburb of Marfil, where local musicians host
Sunday-afternoon chamber music concerts.
Tickets include a garden reception, with
wine and snacks.
Not to be missed at any time of the year:
an evening with the Callejoneadas, groups
of young musicians dressed in medieval
costumes who parade visitors through the
alleys (called callejones) strumming guitars
and mandolins, singing, and reciting folk
tales. Find the groups on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday nights near Teatro Juárez,
where crowds gather on the steps for impromptu acts by street performers.
Instead of a ticket, you’ll get a small
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ceramic flask, identifying you as a paying
guest rather than someone attempting to
tag along for free. (The flask is filled and refilled along the way with orange juice.) Ask
around and pick a group that stops at the
Callejón del Beso, the “Alley of the Kiss.” It’s

stay The Villa
María Cristina, a
13-suite boutique hotel, was built in 1849
as a private home in
Guanajuato’s posh La
Presa neighborhood.
Open-air hallways,
balconies, and tiled
patios simulate life
as it was more than a
century ago. Rooms
have high ceilings,
marble bathrooms,

French furniture,
and paintings by
local artist Jesús Gallardo. After a day of
sightseeing, visitors
can relax in an indoor
Roman-bath-style
pool or outdoor Jacuzzi. Doubles from
$290, including
breakfast daily and
one 50-minute massage per person for
two people.

said that couples who kiss on the third step
are guaranteed seven years of happiness.
ART
Mexico won its first victory in the War of
Independence against Spain in Guanajuato
at the Alhóndiga de Granaditas, which occupies a massive former grain warehouse.
Years after the war, the building was used as
a prison before opening as the Guanajuato
Regional Museum in 1949, housing murals,
ceramics, and artifacts centered on the
city’s indigenous history.
Along the winding Calle Positos, past art
galleries and shops, find the Museo Casa
Diego Rivera, the birthplace of the artist
in 1886. The original sketches on display
include a drawing of his second wife, Frida
Kahlo, wearing nothing more than a beaded
necklace and heels.
The Museo Iconográfico del Quijote,
once a boarding house and girls’ school, is
filled with paintings, drawings, and sculptures of Spanish literary figure Don Quixote
and his sidekick, Sancho Panza.

DINING
At Las Mercedes, Guanajuato’s table of the
moment (reservations are a must), Jesús
Cárdenas and his family serve artisanal Mexican cuisine in a warmly decorated house
with a panoramic view.
A five-minute walk from the Villa María
Cristina is the casual Bistro de la Presa.
Brothers Domingo and Javier Martinez serve
traditional dishes such as arrachera, marinated flank steak, in the location where their
parents had an ice cream store 20 years ago.
The María Cristina’s quiet Teresita restaurant specializes in Mexican dishes with
fusion flair. Room rates include a continental
breakfast, but I couldn’t resist ordering off
the menu when I spotted huevos divorciados,
two fried eggs in red and green salsa with slices of ham and black beans on the side.
For a front-row seat on the street theater
around Teatro Juárez, ask for a sidewalk or
window table at the busy Casa Valadez.
Work up an appetite for enchiladas mineras,
a hearty dish with carrots and potatoes that
was a favorite of hungry silver miners.

L’AUSTRAL

(132 staterooms & suites)

Chamorro Las Mercedes:
Pork shank with herbs.

Explore ASIA onboard LE SOLÉAL
December 22, 2013 – January 4, 2014
Bali (Indonesia) – Bali (Indonesia) 12 Nights
All-inclusive fares from $7,495 per person*

AD XXXXX

January 4 – 17, 2014
Bali (Indonesia) – Singapore (Singapore) 12 Nights
All-inclusive fares from $7,495 per person*
Back-to-back offer**
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Recife (Brazil) – Cayenne (Guyana) 14 Nights
All-inclusive fares from $5,368 per person*
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LE SOLÉAL

(132 staterooms & suites)

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details
*All-inclusive price shown is per person based on double occupancy and includes port & safety charges,
open bar, gratuities and fuel surcharges. The fare does not include flights and transfers, insurance,
optional shore excursions (sold onboard), personal expenses, subject to change and availability.
Additional restrictions may apply. ** Back-to-back offer 20% of 2nd cruise. Ŧ Single supplement waived.
Offers are subject to change or withdrawal at any time without notice and not retroactive nor
combinable. For more information on terms and conditions see en.ponant.com<http://en.ponant.com>.
Ship’s Registry: France. FL Seller of Travel Ref No ST37706 and CA Seller of Travel Ref No 2106116-50
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QUESTIONS FOR:

Joy Phelan-Pinto
Micato Safaris’ executive director
is as wise – and fun – as she is
well traveled.
Travel motto? “Haste, haste has no blessing,”
a Swahili proverb.
1

Q&A

2

My travel style is: Light luggage, light heart,

lots of bangles.
Necessary travel extravagance? A luxurious red
cashmere throw that serves as a wrap for chilly evenings, a pillow on flights, and a blanket for the whole
family in open safari vehicles.
3

Where to next? Just about anywhere is exciting; I’m
like Susan Sontag: “I haven’t been everywhere, but it’s
on my list.”
4

I never leave home without: A good, thick book, in
case of being stranded in some airless airport. (And
sharp tweezers for my splinter-prone son.)
Favorite travel companions? Mr. Dennis Pinto,
Mlle. Sasha Pinto, and Master Tristan Pinto. My
90-year-old mom is also a hoot on the road!
6

The best thing about traveling with family? Exploring together, building memories and shared experiences while creating a trove of private jokes. We’ve also
discovered the old-fashioned pleasures of playing cards.
7

8

Minibar weakness? Lindt extra-dark chocolate.

9

Number of countries I’ve visited: 123.

“First-time visitors to Africa should let it all slowly, beneficently soak in. Resist the
urge to do everything. Stay behind in camp sometimes and listen to the silence.”
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As the world’s most award-winning river cruise line, Viking Cruises proudly delight travelers with comfortable and
convenient journeys to more enriching and fascinating destinations than you could encounter any other way. Sail into
the heart of the world’s greatest cities — they were built around rivers. Spend less time getting there and more time
being there. Little wonder that river cruising is the fastest-growing segment of the travel industry.
8-DAY EUROPE RIVER CRUISE FROM *$1,756

PER PERSON

13-DAY RUSSIA RIVER CRUISE FROM *$5,096

PER PERSON

Romantic Danube on NEW Viking Longships > Budapest to Nuremberg

Waterways of the Czars on Viking Truvor > St. Petersburg to Moscow

15-DAY EUROPE RIVER CRUISE FROM *$3,762

13-DAY CHINA RIVER CRUISE FROM *$2,792 PER PERSON

PER PERSON

Grand European Tour on NEW Viking Longships > Budapest to Amsterdam

Imperial Jewels of China on Viking Emerald > Shanghai to Beijing

2014 EARLY BOOKING DISCOUNT —2- FOR-1 RIVER CRUISE FARES PLUS INTERNATIONAL AIR DISCOUNTS
HURRY— OFFER EXPIRES SOON! C ALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TR AVEL ADVISOR FOR DETAILS.
THE WORLD’S LEADING RIVER CRUISE LINE...BY FAR®
*Note: Romantic Danube price based on CAT F, select November, 2014 sailings. Waterways of the Czars price based on CAT DX, 9/26-10/12, 2014 sailings. Grand European Tour price based on CAT F, select
November, 2014 sailings. Imperial Jewels of China price based on CAT E, July-August, 2014 sailings. 2014 cruise fares listed are for cruise and cruisetour only in U.S. dollars, per person and fares/discount offers are
based on double occupancy. 2-for-1 cruise and international air discounts are considered a single offer. International air does not have to be purchased to get cruise offer. Must request offer at time of booking and
pay in full by current expiration date; call for details. Valid on new bookings only as of 7/1/13, subject to availability and may not be combinable with any other offers except Past Guest Travel Credit and Referral
Rewards Credit. Viking reserves the right to correct errors and to change any and all fares, fees and surcharges at any time. Additional terms and conditions apply; see Passenger Ticket Contract. CST#2052644-40
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I want to go back to: The remote
islands of Indonesia because I found
them to be the most magical intact
ancient culture on earth.
10

11

My idea of a grand adventure is:

A week with no wake-up calls; no cell
phone; no Tweets, Gleeps, or Zeets;
and maybe a maximum of two or three
interesting emails.
12

what you did buy, you regret what
you didn’t buy. And stay an extra
day in Nairobi – it’s where I get
my best pieces of everything from
jewelry to art.
Favorite accessory? A long rope of
ancient Venetian trade beads that I traded
for my Ray-Bans many years ago in an old
Swahili village. It’s a striking necklace or
belt, and I love wearing a piece of living
history from the days of Marco Polo.
13
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can travel from beginning
to end
in the comfort you deserve — with
our new Signature Series. From
Cadillac to BMW, we have what
you need to perfect your travels.

For reservations, contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Favorite accessories resource? My
friend Anna Trzebinski, Kenya’s fabulous
fashion designer, who has great style and
grace. Everything she creates is to die for.
14

15

Place that most surprised me: The

Galápagos. It was about so much more
than the famous animals. The deep, almost
disconcerting peacefulness reminded me
of Africa.
My go-to getaway: Central Park on

My favorite safari tradition: Serene
sundowners, listening for lions on the
savanna, feeling like Isak Dinesen on safari,
where you can “forget all your sorrows
and feel as if you had drunk half a bottle of
Champagne – bubbling over with heartfelt
gratitude for being alive.”
19

First-time visitors to Africa should: Let
it all slowly, beneficently soak in. Resist the
urge to do everything. Stay behind in camp
sometimes and listen to the silence.
20

If I could go anywhere in the world this

weekend, I’d go to: Cape Town’s wine

my bike. My route includes the Temple of
Dendur in that magnificent glass room of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, followed
by a stop at the Hall of African Mammals
at the American Museum of Natural History to visit the glorious dioramas and be
reminded of “home.”

country with its rolling vineyards and
quaint Cape Dutch homesteads and bicycle
the picturesque byways – with my family.

The hallmark of a great trip is: Zesty
personal interactions; without them the
greatest destination is sterile and lonely.

I look at the faces of the children in the
slums, and every one of them is my child.
And I – all of us – can absolutely change
the course of their lives by sending them
to school. Without an education, they’re
condemned to lives of entrenched poverty.
With an education, these same children will
be transformed: confident, employable,
healthy, and living outside the slum.

What’s new in Africa? Every summer
we explore a new corner of Africa with the
family and marvel at its wonders. Soaring
over Kenya’s Great Northern Frontier by
helicopter last summer left me absolutely
18

23217

gobsmacked – imagine the Grand Canyon,
Namibia’s giant sand dunes, a million flamingos, smoldering volcanoes, lush forests,
and ancient rock art all rolled into a single
day. Extraordinary!

21
16

17

©2013 Avis Rent A Car System, LLC

Sasha, Joy,
Dennis & Tristan

Shopping tips? You don’t regret
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Micato’s charitable arm, MicatoAmericaShare, lets travelers give back to
the children of Kenya. Why is this important to you, personally?
22

A D V E RT I S E M E N T

Design and Architecture

in Zürich
Zürich owes its status as one of the cities
with the highest quality of living in the
world not just to its spectacular location
beside Lake Zürich and close to the Alps.
Its many outstanding buildings also make
Zürich an architectural highlight.

B

uildings form the cityscape of a place; they give it an
identity and a certain quality. And in Zürich, good architecture boasts a long-standing tradition – which stretches
back over centuries.
This can be witnessed by taking a stroll through the picturesque
Old Town, with its countless historical buildings, where the
over 1,000-year-old Grossmünster Church with its distinctive
twin towers are a significant landmark. With its clear forms and
structures, together with its small cloister, the Grossmünster is
a delightful oasis in the very heart of Zürich. Another important
building in the city center is the elegant Fraumünster Church,
featuring the world-famous set of stained-glass windows by
Marc Chagall.
The area in the west of the city where in bygone years hydro-pumping stations, turbines and even steamboats were
manufactured has now given way to art, design, architecture,
top level gastronomy, dance, culture, gastronomy and shopping. A particularly captivating marriage of old and new is
demonstrated by the Löwenbräu site; the former brewery – a
historical building dating from 1897 – is now home to art galleries, as well as the Museum of Contemporary Art. Zürich-West
evokes a metropolitan feeling, linking worlds that could scarcely
be more different. It is founded on the old, which in turn bears
and shapes the new.
The host of open-air lakeside bathing areas in the City on the
Limmat also have a fascinating story to tell. For example, the

Seebad Utoquai, a charming public bathing palace from the
19th century, or the legendary 125-year-old women’s bathing
facility, the Frauenbadi, also known as the Barefoot Bar. Here
guests walking across the time-honored wooden planks are
treated to not only an unrestricted view of the historical Old
Town and the lake, but also culinary delicacies, fine local wines
and exciting cultural events. Zürich offers the perfect mix of
gastronomy, culture and nature.

D

Cultural Zürich
For bookings, please contact your
Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

from US
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PROMOTION

Virtuoso Life excLusiVe offers
TRACK POLAR BEARS IN THE CANADIAN ARCTIC
Trek across the remote arctic tundra as you follow the polar bear migration on a five-night adventure
with Arctic Kingdom Expeditions. Fly to remote, rustic cabins set along Hudson Bay for exclusive
bear viewing; Inuit guides point out photo opportunities and the Northern Lights at night. Virtuoso
clients keep extra toasty with a complimentary Arctic Kingdom fleece jacket.
Departs October 22, 26; November 3, 7, 11, 15, 2013. From $7,900 per person, double occupancy, excluding tax
and flights.

RELAX EVEN MORE IN PUERTO RICO
Eco-conscious and ever so chic, Dorado Beach, a Ritz-Carlton Reserve proves the perfect island
retreat for relaxing and rejuvenating. Unwind in a Deluxe Oceanfront Room and use your $150 resort
credit to golf or snorkel the coral reef; book a spa treatment and enjoy a complimentary express
manicure, as well. This two-night package also includes breakfast daily for two.
Available until October 15, 2013. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for best available rates.

RECONNECT IN NEW YORK CITY
Spend quality family time this summer in quintessential luxury at The Surrey, an art-filled boutique
hotel on the Upper East Side. Book an Ultra Deluxe One-Bedroom Suite and receive a complimentary
connecting Deluxe Salon, along with continental breakfast daily for two, a $100 credit at Cornelia Spa,
two passes to The Whitney Museum of American Art, and a customized children’s memento book.
Available through October 1, 2013. From $1,495 per night, per room.

IN SEARCH OF PENGUINS AND ELEPHANT SEALS
Navigate the legendary maritime channels around Tierra Del Fuego and Cape Horn on a five-night
journey with Cruceros Australis. Stay a free night in Punta Arenas or Puerto Natales, before or after
cruising Wulaia Bay, the Beagle Channel, and glaciers in the Darwin Mountain Range visiting penguin
and/or southern elephant seal colonies. Also explore the Cape, weather permitting.
Available September 1, 2013 through March 31, 2014; book by October 31, 2013. From $1,932, per person, double
occupancy.

FOURTH NIGHT FREE IN BEIJING
Beijing is a fast-changing city, and Four Seasons Hotel Beijing has the inside track on its vibrant
underground scene. A complimentary fourth night means more time to discover edgy, modern design
shops, whip up a traditional Chinese meal, or gain exclusive access to hidden sections of the Forbidden
City. Do dim sum right with your $100 dining credit.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for best available rates. Virtuoso guests also receive breakfast daily for two,
complimentary Internet, and guaranteed late checkout.

GENEROUS CREDIT AT LUXURIOUS BIG SUR RESORT
Overlooking California’s dramatic Big Sur coast, Ventana Inn & Spa is both elegant and rustic. Weathered
cedar buildings house 60 well-appointed guestrooms and suites, most with woodburning fireplaces. Enjoy
guided walks, daily yoga classes, afternoon wine and cheese receptions, and cuisine showcasing local,
sustainable ingredients. Unwind in the spa, Japanese hot baths, or your own private hammock.
Please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for best available rates. Rates include continental breakfast buffet.
Virtuoso guests receive upgrade, if available; $100 resort credit; and guaranteed 4 p.m. late checkout.

PROMOTION

Virtuoso Life excLusiVe offers
INDULGE YOUR FIJIAN FANTASIES
Tropical dreams come true with this exclusive Fiji package from Islands In The Sun. Spend four nights
in a beachfront villa with a personal butler at the ultimate private couples retreat. Then it’s on to
the islands’ top-rated resort and spa for five nights of romantic repasts, hydrotherapy, and a one-tank
dive per person. Both resorts are all inclusive, where no detail is too small. Tadrai helicopter transfers
also included.
Available July 1, 2013 through March 31, 2014. From $6,969 per person, based on double occupancy.

SAVOR ANDALUCIAN SPECIALTIES IN SEVILLE
Recently reopened after an extensive renovation, Hotel Alfonso XIII combines Moorish opulence with
the most modern amenities. Relish lunch or dinner by the courtyard fountain at San Fernando, Seville’s
premier dining establishment. Includes a room upgrade upon arrival, if available, and breakfast daily
for two.
Available through December 31, 2013. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for best available rates. Complimentary meal
excludes beverages, taxes, and gratuities.

ELITE RETREAT ON THE SUNNY CALIFORNIA COAST
If walls could talk, those at the Fairmont Miramar Hotel & Bungalows would have stories galore
to share. Both a playground for the Hollywood elite and a quiet getaway for privacy-seeking public figures,
the hotel has welcomed the likes of Greta Garbo, Steven Spielberg, Eleanor Roosevelt, and President John
F. Kennedy since opening in 1921. Thanks to its enviable Santa Monica location and panoramic Pacific
Ocean vistas, the Fairmont Miramar continues to attract discriminating guests from around the globe.
Accommodations include 302 elegant guest rooms and suites – located within the ten-story OceanTower
(which offers spectacular views), the six-story historical Palisades wing, and 32 secluded garden
bungalows. Deemed a “raging success” by the L.A. Times, the hotel’s Fig Restaurant, presided over by
award-winning chef Ray Garcia, features locally sourced ingredients from the nearby farmers market.
For relaxation and rejuvenation, the exhale mind body spa provides a full menu of therapy services and
fitness programs, including Core Fusion® and yoga classes.
From $359 per night. Virtuoso guests enjoy a complimentary full breakfast each day; upgrade at time of booking, if
available; and a $100 spa credit per stay.

REDISCOVER EUROPE BY PRIVATE JET
Witness Edinburgh’s Royal Military Tattoo from your VIP seat in the Royal Gallery, then share a
champagne toast with the producer and performers. Visit the newly opened Titanic Belfast and hear
fascinating stories from a direct descendant of the Titanic crew. Lakani World Tours invites you to
rediscover Europe in total exclusivity aboard a private jet, landing at smaller terminals whenever
possible so you have more time to explore. For 13 nights, you’ll enjoy complete flexibility and customized
activities as you experience Luxembourg’s fairytale landscapes and villages, Dubrovnik’s historic
walled city — known as the “Pearl of the Adriatic” — and the rich cultural splendor of Berlin, Bucharest,
and Dresden.
Visit lesser-known gems such as Peles Castle in Romania and Sveti Stefan in Montenegro, formerly a
playground for the rich and famous and now an Aman Resort. Lakani’s “Dine by Choice” program lets
you slip away for a romantic dinner at a local café, share a meal with new friends in your hotel, or relax
with room service.
Departs August 18, 2013. From $59,950 per person.Virtuoso clients will receive complimentary Business Class air
from major U.S. gateway cities to Edinburgh and home from Berlin if deposited by July 15, 2013.

Souvenir

tip
“Not only does Dinosaur Designs
have stunning jewelry, but they also
stock beautifully designed and colorful tableware. For special pricing on
discontinued items, visit their
‘Extinct’ shop online.”
– Cher Roscoe, travel
advisor, Melbourne,
Australia

REEF REWARD

Sydney-based Dinosaur Designs molds colorful resin into organic and geometric jewelry and home goods. Witness the
Ocean collection, which draws inspiration from Australia’s undersea wonders, such as the Great Barrier Reef. The brand,
launched by creative couple Louise Olsen and Stephen Ormandy in 1985, began as a stall in Sydney’s Paddington Markets
and has grown to include collaborations with Louis Vuitton and exhibitions at London’s Victoria and Albert Museum. When in
Sydney, stop by any of their three storefronts (there are also locations in Melbourne, Brisbane, and New York now) to browse
for brilliant orange or jade-green bangles that mimic seaweed’s graceful undulations, vases inspired by cowries and cone
snail shells, and more. 16 Beads Coral Fan necklace, $295, www.dinosaurdesigns.com.au.
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Take home an Australian showpiece that evokes the country’s
greatest offshore attraction.

Helping you plan a lifetime
of extraordinary trips.
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Virtuoso

®

Getting you the most RETURN on LIFE®.
Just as your financial advisor ensures your return on investment, your Virtuoso® travel advisor ensures
your RETURN on LIFE®. From weekend getaways to longer vacations, they collaborate with you on all of your
travel dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a lifetime, it’s about a lifetime of extraordinary trips.
If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in learning more about
the advantages of being a Virtuoso traveler, please contact us today at (866) 401-7974
or (817) 870-0300 outside of the U.S. or email us at travel@virtuoso.com.

www.virtuoso.com

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

Thank you so much for your kind referrals.

With a Virtuoso® travel advisor, you can expect advantages such as upgrades, special
touches, and true Virtuoso treatment. Whether for a weekend escape or a longer,
more complex itinerary, it would be our privilege to work with you.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

If you do not currently have a Virtuoso travel advisor, but are
interested in speaking to one, please contact us today at
(866) 401-7974 or travel@virtuoso.com.

www.virtuoso.com/VLapps

